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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Hi Readers,
This is the second ocassion whereby I have dedicated the monthly Newsletter to one subject
instead of the usual monthly layout of various articles and items of general information. The first
was a “Dedication to Colonel Bert Tennuci” which was published in May 2018. Derek Saunders
was at the time those many years ago OC Dressing Station,19 Field Ambulance RAMC and the
author of "Desert Rats and Desert Snakes" He informed me of the content size of the article and
felt that if I broke it down into a series of articles and publishing them over a period of three
months, it would lose the impact and therefore decided to publish "Desert Rats and Desert
Snakes" in its entirety in the September edtion of the Newsletter.
Steve Woods the former RSM of 19 Field Ambulance RAMC initially sent me a paper cutting
from the Colchester Gazette dated 3rd October 1990 (printed 29 years ago) and was headed
“Bound For The Gulf”. The contents of which was published in the April 2019 edition of the
Newsletter. As a result I could smell an article coming my way and Steve Woods pointed me in
the direction of Derek Saunders. I contacted Derek iniitally on the subject of the ‘Daily Snake’ for
which he was the creator and, him being Corps through and through, managed to convince me
that he should write an article on those units that 19 Fd Amb amalgamated with in order to bring
them up to their ORBAT Status for OP Granby.
I am aware that he has spent many, many hours of research, contacting former unit members
and gathering snippets of info and anecdotes, during the build up period and the subsequent
deployment of the units into the desert.
Thank you Derek for your dedication and hard work.
Derek has pointed out that not everyone who participated on Op Granby will have access to
Facebook and in particular the various Medic Groups which this newsletter will be placed on. He
would very much like for the contents of the newsletter to reach out to as many ex unit members
who are out there and requests if you are directly in contact with former unit members then please
pass the newsletter onto them, or, request they go to www.ramcreunited.co.uk and click on
Newsletters button and click on September 2019.
He also pointed out that readers may find it difficult to read the wording within the bubbles in the
‘Daily Snake’ cartoons. The newsletter is in a Portable Document Format (PDF) and in order to
read the cartoons please go to the tool bar at the top of the page where you will find a – and +
button. To enlarge the cartoon and contents within the bubble click on the + until you can read
the content. To restore the picture then click on the –.
Any reader who would like to contact Derek re comments on the article please contact him on
derek.saunders975@yahoo.com
Enjoy the read.
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We deplore the absence of an index - MAX HUSTINGS
A social history of the modern Desert Rat as told by a master of the
understatement – DAN SLOW
Good effort for a REMF, though disappointed to find that not one of the unit slotted
any r*g-heads – ANDY McGRAB (aka Bravo Two - Zero)

Utter tosh. Saddam Hussein and his two sons were just misunderstood and their
Generals just rubbish at map reading. It was all a mistake really – G. GALLOWAY

Military Historians come and go. Some spend decades researching in order to give
a precise account of campaigns throughout the ages. Saunders seems to have
knocked-this one out over a long week-end in a Wiltshire pub. A splendid tome.
Bravo! – J. MAJOR

The re-match was even better (for me and my mate George Dubya) –T. BLIAR
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In Remembrance of the late
Corporal Michael ‘Piggy’ Driscoll QGM RCT
Died 2017

“We don’t know where you are, Piggy, but we have to assume that Saint
Peter wants his gates back.”
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Michael McCran, the ringmaster of the RAMC Reunited passed me a copy of a
short article about 19 Field Ambulance in the first Gulf War (Op GRANBY) written
by the then unit RSM, WO1 Steve Woods who mentioned me as the creator of the
Daily Snake, a satirical cartoon strip penned by me during the Op. Mick asked me
for copies of the cartoons. The request then morphed into, “Could you write an
article for the September issue of the newsletter on the same subject, but with a
wider scope?” So the first acknowledgement goes to Michael and Steve who
together kick started my lazy grey cells into a fresh project.
But just how was I going to approach this literary task, let alone remember the
frustration, boredom, excitement, fear and discomfort and the people who endured it
? The second acknowledgement, therefore, goes to my wife who, when informed of
this assignment and my reservations about accuracy simply delved into the roof
space and minutes later came down with a large cardboard ration box (10 man
Compo – Menu C (Stewed Steak)) which contained every letter, postcard, and
‘Bluey’ (those blue airmail weight gum-folded single page letters) written by me as
she ‘followed the drum’, enduring separation and worry for all those years.
The box contained a treasure trove of information which took over eight days to get
through and that, coupled with Blueys written to my mother and sister enabled me to
not only to paint the picture, but also to link dates to the events. So, a big hat-tip
goes to my family as well.
Finally, a closed Army Medical Services (AMS) group on Facebook enabled me to
contact personnel from 19 Field Ambulance and 24 (Airmobile) Field Ambulance
(hereafter “19” and “24”) and from 22 and 32 Field Hospitals (hereafter “22” and
“32”). However, once built in Al Jubail, 33 Field Hospital became 33 General Surgical
Hospital, but for brevity it too will be referred to as “33”. Names are too numerous to
place here, but where applicable, I have given contributors credit for the pictures
supplied, along with some of their thoughts which are contained in the narrative.
I suppose that I should offer a few health warnings. The first is that the spellings,
names and the occasional date inaccuracies or other inconsistencies are entirely my
own, so all pedants can stand-down now. In addition, I have adhered to the normal
‘Staff’ convention of writing in full any descriptor with the abbreviation bracketed and
then used in entirety through-out. This is not to demonstrate that the old staff -work
is still with me (really it isn’t), but I thought it necessary in order to enable partners,
family and friends with no military experience and who may wish to read this, to
understand our somewhat odd lexicon which never fully leaves us.
The second and more important subject is that in trying to be as honest as possible
about the events and in my descriptions of some of the dramatis personae on Op
GRANBY, my shimmering prose may leave some with a quivering lip. That means, if
you were a plonker, you were remembered as such and duly ‘outed’, as the common
21st century phrase goes. You may join the pedants. However, I have to say that
those who fit this category are few.
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The unit, i.e. “24” when combined with “19”, deployed into the desert with few women
and those that did deploy were mostly General Duty (GD) Medical Officers or
Nursing Officers (NOs) and I remember only one female junior rank, a chef from “19”
who was called ‘Bob’ (due to her likeness to the female character in the Blackadder
TV series). Op GRANBY deployed long before the Army’s policy of the wider
employment of women came into force and readers may notice, therefore, that I
have grouped the Soldiers and NCOs under the collective term, ‘the lads’ and I make
no apologies for this. It is simply how all our soldiers were described, so the feminists
and the LGBTQWERTY / SJW cohort can also join the pedants.
Although the unit deployed as 24 (Airmobile) Field Ambulance, I felt it necessary to
indicate to which unit such personnel mentioned in these pages belonged to,
because “19” and “24” endured an arranged marriage which was swiftly annulled at
the end of hostilities, but with both parties on very good terms both before and after
separation.
For the most part, all personnel from all the units involved were the a typical officer
or soldier of the Army Medical Services (AMS) and I was proud to be part of that
crowd of clinical and allied professional medics, those Red Cross emblazoned
dealers in the fixing-up of humans. From the Operating Theatre Technicians to the
Chefs, the Drivers and the Radio Operators, the Laboratory Technicians and the
Clerks, you all did your bit with good humour and professionalism, often making it up
as you went along. Never-the-less, in doing so, you made future deployments of
Field Hospitals a great success.
I salute you all. IN ARDUIS FIDELIS!
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Prelude
Amid the decades-old memorabilia upon my study wall is a framed map. At a scale
of 1:1,000,000 it is campaign map of Op GRANBY / DESERT STORM October 90
to March 91 and it dominates one wall. Originally, it was one of a quartet of such
maps declassified from Secret to Restricted soon after the rout of Saddam Hussein’s
forces from Kuwait back into Iraq and were sent out to unit Command Posts (CPs),
probably meant as keepsakes for those interested. The large tube in which they
arrived from the Divisional HQ had plenty of copies. So, being a former Combat
Medical Technician (CMT) and an occupant of one such CP, I nicked four in the
hope of flogging three when back in the UK.
Not realising that they were a quartet, it came as a pleasant surprise when they
finally arrived back in Colchester, to find that I had a sequential production of the
UKs biggest armoured invasion into a desert since WW2. What happened to the
other three maps is lost in time and numerous postings, but the one on my wall is a
constant reminder that our world in the late 80s and 90s was a simmering cauldron
that went properly to rat-shit as soon as the first brick of the Berlin Wall dropped into
the west that night in November 1989; The map also serves as a daily visual
memento of where “19” / ”24” (and “33” / ”32”) spent an interesting time.
In a fetching shade of Farrow and Ball type duck egg blue and with the usual dark
blue military symbols for friendly forces and red for the enemy, this Battle Sketch
Map graphically shows the phases of the Op and importantly to me in writing this,
shows the final operational location of “24”.
No symbol exists below Brigade level, but if you run your finger along the arrowstraight oil tap-line road NW from the Saudi port of Al Jubail called ‘Route Dodge’ to
a little kink in the road at about a quarter of the way and then continue NW, you
come to the Forward Force Maintenance Area or FFMA aka Log Base Alpha.
The Americans got to name the route and possibly chose a geographically similar
area in the USA with a city of that name. It was probably a wise idea to let them
choose the name, our Divisional HQ would have chosen Route Macclesfield or
Windsor which doesn’t quite match the threatening ring that Dodge brought.
Alternatively, the yanks may have named it after a US motor car and if that was the
case, we Brits would have called it Route Mondeo or Bentley which again fails to
have that martial ring to it.
But Due north of the route is the Saudi /Kuwait /Iraq border, then with massive
enemy obstacles and Iraqi forces behind them in 18 Divisions, poised for defence in
depth of their recently invaded neighbour, Kuwait.
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Battle Sketch Map: Op GRANBY /DESERT STORM (Oct 90 to Mar 91) on the Author’s study wall (because
his wife wouldn’t have it in the living room).

Non-military visitors are often curious about the symbols and utility of the map and I
have occasionally spent the odd ten minutes or so explaining the symbols, the reds
and the blues, the Divisions and the Brigades, which for me, also serves as a
reminder of the months, days and nights (a lot of nights for me) spent on a
conventional Op, far from home. For many, it would be for the first time in such a
drama.
19 Field Ambulance was a wheel-mounted medical unit based in Goojerat
Barracks in Colchester, Essex and had been posted there for decades, though not
as long as their Roman occupying antecedents, the 9th (Spanish) Legion (Legio IX
- Hispania). The Legion built the garrison of Camulodunum from around AD 43 and
enjoyed the posting until a princess called Boudicca and the Iceni tribe gave the
Romans a good shoeing in AD 60 when she and the tribe sacked Colchester, St
Albans and London. In the end Boudicca endured the same fate as Saddam who
was also beaten by superior firepower, manpower and tactics.
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The modus operandi of “19” was not to leap out of aircraft like 23 or 144 Parachute
Field Ambulance (23 /144 PFA) or scrounge lifts off support helicopters like “24”
who were based in Catterick, North Yorkshire. Nor did the lads clank around in
tracked armour getting filthy dirty and reek of diesel. Quite simply, the unit did what
it said on the tin, but on wheels. It got Dressing Stations (DS) up and running and
Sections (Sects) to collect or transfer casualties with ease and I have to confess
that I loved it after two tours in the preceding 6 years with Territorial Army (TA)
Field Ambulances (“253” and “144”). We even got to run an NHS Ambulance
Service in various counties for a good few months of 1989 / 90 during their strikes.
Op GRANBY was not destined to be a “19” shout, but during the previous summer
the unit was tasked to backfill “24” on their Airmobile Brigade Exercise in Germany,
ostensibly so that the lads from “24” could practice leaping in and out of Support
Helicopters (SH) such as RAF Puma or Chinooks, whilst I and my Dressing Station
(DS) would follow up in trucks (aka Heli-Bedfords). It was a dull but necessary task,
but hey, it was Germany and as the CO had recently released me from the purgatory
of Assistant Adjutant / Shitty Little Jobs Officer (SLJO), I was glad to get into the field
again.
Exercise KEY FLIGHT in Germany was a real blast and surprisingly, CO “24”,
Lieutenant Colonel Paddy Magee, made sure that the contingent from “19” got plenty
of airframe flying time which, for many of the young lads, was a new and exciting
way to do evacuation business. Relationships were quickly forged and by the end of
the Exercise, my DS from “19” was quite adept at loading and landing the kit and
men from Chinooks along with their frighteningly oscillating under-slung loads after
literally leap-frogging at 60 – 80 knots over the DS “24” as the ‘battle’ progressed.
Little did we know that our successful association with this unit would pave the way
for an unexpected trip to the desert in the following year.
When Saddam invaded Kuwait in the summer of 1990, “19” were on Exercise.
Memory fails with the location, however I seem to recall that it was possibly on
Salisbury Plain. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was interesting of course, but would not
concern us, so the Exercise continued until ENDEX and our return to Colchester. But
the rumour mill continued on over-drive, much of which I discounted on the basis that
this was going to be an armoured show and therefore one or two of the Armoured
Field Ambulances from Germany would get the Op Orders, though I was hopeful that
soft-skinned evacuation units would be required. It was, however, only when we
heard that “24” was going that I began to discreetly check my personal kit.
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PHASE 1 – WILL WE WON’T WE?
‘Creaking into Gear’
Quite how Paddy Magee, got “24” into the field on Ops remains a mystery, so it’s
probably a good time here to describe the man. A short, wiry, incredibly fit
Ulsterman, Belfast born and who rose to Command from being an Apprentice Soldier
and later qualified as a State Registered Nurse. As is so true of many of his
countrymen, he took no prisoners and could be blunt and funny at the same time as I
found during my first interview when, after finding that my wife was a Belfast girl, he
remarked, “I like you, Derek”, he said, “Your wife is ethnically pure.” I thought that a
bit off-colour, so I replied with a smile, “I like you too Colonel, you’re shorter than
me.” We got on famously after that.
Paddy always went out to get what he wanted. Quite what he said, or who he
cajoled is unclear, but the wily Irishman got “24” on Op GRANBY by stealth, which
would prove to be a bit of a problem when we finally hit theatre. But first we had to
get there.
The Falkland Islands conflict of 1982 was the last time a force of substantial size had
deployed from Britain on Ops and though Op CORPORATE was a success, there
were many lessons to be learned, not least the requirement for better kit such as
boots, helmets and combat clothing in general which, by the time Op GRANBY hove
into view, had been issued down to units. But there was still a lot more that could be
done, particularly in the mounting of operations, for The Falkland Islands was a
unique deployment and therefore held little comparison to what was going to
happen.
From the very start we knew that Op GRANBY was going to be a fundamentally
different course of action. For a start UK would be within a coalition led by the USA
and the environment could not be more different than the Falkland Islands. And the
enemy – well, he was numerous (remember 18 Divisions according to my map) and
with plenty of Russian kit which included a massive Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
(NBC) warfare capability which was a major worry for the planners in the Divisional
HQs. It was a worry which filtered right down to the JNCOs and lads on the ground
who could at least (possibly) discount the Nuclear option, but they would have to
contend with the Biological and Chemical threats.
The NBC protection element was to be the single most debilitating system in terms
of deployment, working within it and managing the threat without. But that’s what
NBC does, it slows everything down and truly acts as a lethal quagmire for those in
the field. This wasn’t to be the usual twelve to twenty-four hour NBC ‘Phase’ of
some short Exercise in Germany, Canada or UK, but a very real threat.
Moreover, it immediately became apparent that this was going to be a very large Op.
Not since the massive Cold War exercises such as the CRUSADER and
LIONHEART series of the 1980’s had so many units been brought to a mobilised
footing and one would have thought that the lessons learned from those would have
been tucked away somewhere. But it seems that they weren’t and as a result, the
mobilisation was both haphazard and comical.
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There were stories of Medical Officers of the TA immediately dropping their kit off,
piling it onto Drill Hall floors citing that they didn’t join up for ‘this sort of thing’ which
really begged to question their reasons for joining in the first place. Others, long
since departed regular service were miffed to find the MOD buff envelope on their
doormats and one TA Medical Officer (an Ulsterman) who will appear later in this,
got the phrase, ‘Compulsory Mobilisation’ and ‘Voluntary Mobilisation’ somewhat
mixed up resulting in a certain amount of friction on the domestic front. It didn’t do
him much harm as he would later become Director General Army Medical Services
(DGAMS).
One former Warrant Officer who was recalled, remembers that he got his call up
papers and a thank you letter for his service at the same time which could be
presumptuous that he was going to turn up anyway.
The CO of an Infantry Regiment got the whole Battalion on parade and announced
that they were going on immediate block leave because they were going to war and
gravely ended the address that some of the assembled Battalion would not be
coming back. He was correct in one sense, but I suspect his Brigade Commander
was rather surprised that his pep talk created a much larger AWOL list than
expected as a good percentage of lads quietly dispersed themselves all over
Staffordshire and neighbouring counties.
Once the Op Order to deploy was received “19”, still in Colchester, began the
seemingly endless but no less important administration of individuals to deploy, such
as checking vaccinations and blood group, issuing of ID Discs, the F Ident 108 which
is the Red Cross identification card, and the pocket sized personal Field Medical
folder, the first time many would have seen them.
Also for first time was the issue of advice on wills and power of attorney, which sent
a tremor round the garrison married quarters patch. Passports were to be checked
and those with an imminent expiry date or with certain stamps were to be replaced.
It was surprising how many personnel had no passport and quite a few fell into the
almost expired category. My passport was only three years old but required
replacement due to one page bearing an Israeli visa.
This particular bit of admin took a frustratingly long time. Passport application forms,
even then, were a complicated piece of bureaucracy, which caused a fairly long
queue at the train station kiosks for passport photographs (at the soldiers’ expense)
and I thought it somewhat illogical not to dispatch an army photographer to
Colchester to do the job. However, it did come to a successful conclusion due to
one of the clerks and a driver spending a wearisome day at the Peterborough
passport office acquiring new ones, appropriately paid for by the MOD.
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Saighton Camp - Butlins for Worried and Confused
The first task of “24” with “19” was to form up other medical unit personnel to backfill
33 Field Hospital, a mission that took on the seriousness of a well written drama, but
with the director convinced that it was a pantomime. The stage was Saighton Camp
on the outskirts of Chester and the cast a disparate mix of Regular Army, Territorial
Army, Army Reservists (recalled) and Volunteer Reservists and, in the middle of this
clinical pantomime were two harassed stage-hands, both commissioned from WO1
(RSM). I was one and from “24”, Lieutenant Billy Driver the other.
Bill and I knew each other well from 253 Field Ambulance in Belfast where I was a
SSgt PSI and Billy the RSM. Both of us, short in stature, from the north and actually
big fans of the TA, became heartily sick of clinical cadre bleating, which would only
get worse in theatre and I recall that Billy Driver was quite accurate in his description
of those senior medical officers and allied technicians coming in dribs and drabs
through the gates of Saighton Camp. “Shit, Derek”, he sighed, “the high-priced help
has arrived and it is not a pretty sight. Looks like it’s been some time since this lot
have been in the field.”
I had to agree as all sorts of very clever medical professionals arrived. Some wore
Scottish head-dress and there were a few Para maroon berets, one or two Irish
Caubeens and a host of Infantry berets with the RAMC Cap Badge stitched on and
of course many females wore the QARANC grey beret. Young, old, fat, thin, male,
female all dressed in an assortment of uniforms that only the British Army would
tolerate. Some officers carried swagger sticks, one senior clinician clutched a
shepherds crook and the Irish, of course, carried Blackthorns. More than a few still
had puttees round their ankles with boots that had not seen daylight for years. We
were back in the 1960s, sartorially at least.
But these arrivals, despite initial appearances, were very well qualified and dedicated
medical professionals whose skills were being used every day in hospitals all over
the UK and Germany and their appearance required us ‘field types’ to cut them a bit
of slack, but within reason.
Some, were clearly thinking that they were going to die, get a medal, get divorced,
get gassed or go nuclear and possibly, be home by Christmas; or New Year at the
latest because according to the arm-chair Generals on TV, Saddam Hussein didn’t
know what was to be unleashed upon him, though I was pretty sure that Saddam
kept an eye on BBC and CNN for such nuggets of information.
Nor did we know anything, but apparently all the newspapers and arm-chair
Generals did and continued to air their considered yet alarming opinions on a daily
basis. Alarming as their assessments were, the lads from Colchester and Catterick
simply continued to train in the day and by night reinvigorate the gene pool of
Chester and its environs, though the welsh members of both units were warned by
me that that there was a medieval law (never revoked) that any Welshman found
within Chester City walls after midnight could be summarily executed.
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There was an array of questions such as, pay, when would they get R&R or a
medal, did being called-up qualify for Bounty (it did) and where were the best pubs
in Chester. One TA chancer asked if he could nip home to Perth for the coming
week- end because he had forgotten something which, on further inquiry, turned
out to be his Mess Kit. Naturally a week-end home was denied by me. Never-theless, I did see the odd Mess Kit hanging on the side of a locker in the blocks which
both amused and frightened me.
All the new but very temporary residents of Saighton Camp, however, had one
burning question and that was when the issue of Desert Combat clothing would start.
The question would linger on the lips of all for months as they sweated in the searing
heat of an area so expansive and hostile that it came to be known as the GAFA
(Great Arabian F*ck All). I was lucky to be still in possession of my jungle combats
and floppy hat from my time in Australia and my mother still has a photograph of me
looking decidedly comfortable in the featureless oven of the GAFA, dressed in very
faded junglies.

In the GAFA: The Author lookin’ dead cool in faded junglies.

Lists. Lots of lists. The Establishment of “33” took on the shape of the parts list for
the next Apollo Mission. It changed constantly as department heads vied for
available personnel who they had worked with, had liaisons with, wanted to impress
or didn’t like and wanted to pass them on to another department head. All this
before the Field Hospital would be built in theatre. Bored clinicians can be a
nuisance and in this case, the egos had well and truly landed.
MS XL Spreadsheets were a thing of the future and the Computers were really not
up to much, so those early days were spent with pens, rulers and high-light markers
and in slowly deforesting the earth’s woodland as the photocopiers rattled through
another iteration of the Establishment table, the dreaded AF E 7005. It was the
biggest display of herding cats that I had ever witnessed and I put it down to the
British Army being out of practice, but at last it drew to a stuttering close. The unit
establishment was finalised (in pencil) and the task of getting this chattering tribe
onto aircraft and manifests became the next hurdle.
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And kit started to arrive by the truck load. Rucksacks, Sleeping Systems, Mosquito
nets, floppy hats, antimalarials, Nerve Agent Pre-Treatment Sets (NAPs), and
Biological Antibiotic Treatment Sets (BATs) – both in tablet form, helmets (for those
that required them), all sorts of equipment, but no desert combats.
I have already mentioned that the Falkland Islands experience precipitated an
improvement in personal kit, particularly in helmets, body armour and boots.
However, this did not apply to webbing as we were still strutting our martial prowess
in the 1958 pattern, though some of new stuff was showing up in the combat arms.
We were used to it though. 58 pattern fighting-order was comfy enough and the
field medics at least knew where every item within could be found in accordance
with Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs),
However, the issue of 3 sets of NBC suits, 3 sets of gloves inner and outer plus 3
sets of over-boots and ancillary kit, stretched the patience of even the most
experienced CMT because the instructions that came from Div HQ was that a new
set, without exception, to be packed into the poncho roll of the webbing.
This resulted in ‘bum’ rolls being heavier than the rucksack, but in truth it was
impossible to shoe horn that lot into the roll. This further infuriated the clinical
component and amused myself and Billy Driver as their frustration went into overdrive. The lads simply their kept their training NBC kits in the bum roll and the rest
stowed in the newly issued rucksacks demonstrating that common sense was truly
at the lower level in Saighton Camp.
Commanding Officers are paid to make decisions. Some of which can result in death
and injury at worst, or battle winning success at best – yet on the other hand - and
out of combat, it may cause a distinct lowering of morale. As soldiers, however, we
must adhere to the process of Command and as deployment drew near CO “24”
made two decisions that both saddened and elated me in turn.
I will never forget Billy Driver’s face as he left the CO’s office having been told that
he was not going on the Op but would instead be the Families Officer back in
Catterick. I couldn’t believe it, nor could Billy who, after announcing this bombshell
silently took his beret off the desk and walked over to the block to pack for Yorkshire,
a sad figure as he crossed the square on his way to the Mess. Billy was a popular
officer and many of us were dispirited at this news.
Moreover his replacement, unlike Billy, was not a particularly affable person. A
Geordie who had transferred into the RAMC, had a deliberately rude demeanour, a
coarse, if not vindictive sense of humour and to top all that he was the NBC Officer,
which only added to his miserable, caustic persona, as NBC zealots tend to be
friendless.
Paddy’s next decision took the sting out of losing my friend. The CO decided that he
would leave his RSM in Catterick to assist Billy Driver. His replacement would be
WO1 (RSM) Steve Woods from “19” who got the nod with only six days to spare.
This was to prove to be one of Paddy’s best decisions and despite my personal
sadness at Billy’s reassignment, my own morale and that of the unit (well “19” and
“24”) began to lift almost as soon as he arrived.
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PHASE 2 – ARRIVAL
Al Jubail - Canvas, Chaos and Tantrums
A captured German Colonel in WW2 once stated that, “the reason the British Army is
so successful is because war is chaos. You British train in chaos, so when the
shooting starts, it is no different.” I cannot remember the perceptive Oberst’s name,
yet I remember it not for the accuracy, but the fact that it clearly demonstrated that
Germans can occasionally display a sense of wry cynical humour normally
associated with, “zer Britischer Tommies”.
Our own sense of humour failed the moment we came in contact with another
enemy, the RAF, or at least that bit of the RAF that carted us around the world in
aging Hercules or Vickers VC10s, the latter long since retired.
It is often stated (not by any notable Germans) that the human brain will
automatically erase from the memory the frustrating or mundane elements of any
situation. I agree with that concept. Readers here will be fully aware of the
rigmarole of getting from barracks to RAF Brize Norton or Lyneham or any other
military airfield and the lift from Saighton to theatre was no different than it is today.
That is, the RAF ambivalence to the traveller, the hanging around, the white snack
boxes for in-flight meals which became known as, ‘white death’ and the irritating
Aircraftsmen and Women (who still find it hard to use ranks when addressing a
‘Chalk’ of soldiers about to enplane). It never ceased to rile me and many others
when some reedy, acne encrusted, pale faced RAF ‘Erk’ announced….”The flight to
the last arsehole of the shrinking empire is now ready for boarding”. He would then
consult his clip board and in one breath squeal, “Excuse ranks! Auchinlek,
Allenbrooke, Montgomery, Wellington, De la Billiere …”
All I remember of the two day tedium was teaming up with my neighbour from
Colchester, Capt Paul Hood RADC and together by chance we bagged two seats
with lots of leg room on the VC10, only to be curtly told to move by an RAF Cpl
loadie, an obese apparition wearing a very tight fitting green flight suit that made her
look alike a giant crumpled olive. She had a face that only a mother could love and
an attitude that clearly revealed her failure at charm school. Paul tried to
remonstrate politely and not unreasonably, by asking the reason why we had to
move. But it was to no avail, so he resorted to that gentle Ulster brogue and told her
to forcefully shove it.
The result was a visit from the Aircraft Captain, a Squadron Leader, who backed her
up and made us move, but apparently in answer to the question, it was due to the
‘trim’ of the aircraft and not because the green flight suited human ballast would be
nearer the galley. Forty eight hours later, via Cyprus, on 26 October and in 32oC we
alighted from an aircraft managed by a crew that made the template for the future
RyanAir. The aircraft may change, but the RAF Transport Command do not – ever.
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RSM Steve Wood remembers more about those early days in the Saudi port of Al
Jubail, “The kit came in by sea and the acclimatisation training, started immediately
but progressively. Also the food provided by the Americans, was an adventure in
itself with blue scrambled eggs from a pouch which had dyed the contents”.
These rations were Meals Ready to Eat or MREs, though the acronym was distorted
to read: Meals Rejected by Ethiopians, or Meals Regurgitated Easily. They weren’t
all that bad, but we were relieved when our UK Composite (Compo) Rations arrived,
though I had my doubts that Saudi plumbing would cope with the onslaught.
Eventually Camp 4, a Saudi Army camp was made ready for us and the unit began
to accommodate it in preparation for the main body of “33” to arrive. The arrival of
“33” upped the tempo a great deal, but the RSM was given the opportunity to
immediately stamp his authority when, on arrival at the airhead the matron asked
him who was detailed to pick up his bags. “You are, Sir,” was his curt reply.
NBC Individual Protective Equipment (IPE) in those temperatures was more than a
torture and many a period was spent sweltering in those charcoal lined suits which
turned us black and sweaty and the salty sweat trickling inside the respirator
aggravated sun burned faces. Sometimes the training bordered on the dangerous
and certainly would be acutely controlled today.
Pte Tim Wade, a CMT from “24” remembers the NBC officer as, “A complete shit as
he made us do stretcher races over about 5 miles of desert or around Camp 4 in
NBC Black”. This is echoed by Cpl Ian Turner, my CP Clerk in rather more tactful
terms describing the NBC Officer as being, “not very well regarded by the troops,
chiefly for his other method of NBC acclimatisation which was to continually load and
off-load mattresses from a 16 ton truck”.
NBC training was absolutely necessary, though the methodology bordered on the
dangerous during the acclimatisation phase. Never-the-less, when the alarms
started for real, personnel quickly did what they had been taught and had practiced
for all those years since basic training.
There were, however, the inevitable panic episodes due to accidental events or
through simple idiocy, as CMT Pte Nick Rowlands recalls, “The block corridors in
Camp 4 were the muster points during the NBC alarms and I remember one lad
having the glass lens pop out from his respirator which was somewhat unnerving for
him with doom laden toxic Scud missiles on the way from Iraq. The lads came to his
rescue by quickly taping the respirator shut with black & nasty (gaffer tape) going
round and round his head. It sort of worked in that he could pull a vacuum inside the
mask”.
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Camp 4 – 33 Fd Hosp in Al Jubail on NBC Stand-to – Credit: Rowlands

For self-inflicted panic, he relates that, “nothing outshone the one idiot who reached
inside his haversack at the sound of, 'GAS – GAS – GAS!’ only to bring out a packet
of biscuits. The look of sheer horror was enormously funny to his mates, sniggering
unseen into their respirators and who took the muffled piss, safe behind their own
masks; and they laughed even more as he scurried off to find the proper haversack
containing his respirator whilst holding his breath. To be fair, the haversack was
always a good place to store odd kit & snacks, though I would have given a few quid
to peek inside a female respirator haversack. Lord knows what THEY stowed in
there!”
Fortunately, there were plenty of periods attracting the soldiers’ mirth, but
occasionally the truth hit home as Rowlands observes, “The blocks weren't always a
fun place. Being away from home and family was hard for some. Outwardly, we
were a solid group, but when letters came from home, they weren't always full of
good news and it was then that the comradeship came to the fore.”
By this time, our own chefs were now in operation and, despite the logistic nightmare
that was to hallmark the build of the Hospital, things began to look up until we got to
see the location that the unit would occupy, only a short bus ride away. Stripped of
machinery, this cavernous space was once a tyre factory and would eventually
house the canvas entanglement called 33 General Surgical Hospital. Literally tons
of canvas would be required and, as Steve Woods recalled, “More NBC Collective
Protection Shelters (COLPRO) than any of us had ever seen”.
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Table 4 Op Theatre in COLPRO – 33 Fd Surg Hosp Al Jubail. Credit: Paul Arthur

I’ve already said that NBC slows everything down, which is bad enough, but add a
fractious command team and you have an almost anarchic situation that wore the
CMTs down quite badly. Tents had to be moved hither and yon, Collective
Protection (COLPRO) shifted because somebody had a better idea and arbitrary
decisions made on the hoof had an overall stalling effect on almost every aspect of
the build. Personalities, and I pull no punches here, were getting in the way, with
some becoming a laughing stock, full of their own importance, which is excellent
ammunition for the talented piss takers i.e. the soldiery of the British Army.
Take the Chief Nurse or Matron. Tall, bespectacled with jam-jar bottomed lenses,
lank greasy hair, treble chinned and with some kind of Teutonic - Austrian double
barrelled surname with a ‘von’ in the middle. He might have been a clinical superstar who invariably got in the way, but he was not a picture of military fitness.
Uniform was not in his vocabulary for he sported an unofficial UK camouflaged
garment that today would be called a ‘onesie’, an all-in-one tight fitting overall affair.
CMT Steve Hamblin’s opinion on this apparition was that this form of romper suit
was necessary because the issue combat trousers and Jackets didn’t come in
zeppelin size.
His girth did it no justice as the sweat stained material strained against the single zip
which ran from crotch to chin(s), only reinforced by the hardest working 58 pattern
belt in theatre, with a respirator sack attached. The rippling rolls of fat bulging round
his midriff only served to make him look like a camouflaged Michelin Man.
A Bluey dated 29 Oct to my wife reveals that his unofficial nick names became, TSB
– (Three Stable Belts), Colonel Two Seats, Colonel von Romper-Suit, but it generally
settled on, ‘Otto von Gussett’. “Just look at that”, I over-heard an observant CMT
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remark, “If he needs an emergency shit he’s going to be in deep trouble.” I stifled a
grin and walked away hoping that this madness would end soon.
The Field Ambulance lads, however, did their best and mostly with good humour
under very awkward and confusing circumstances and it wasn’t long before the
turmoil began to show. Ultimately, most of us just wanted to be out of it and into
proper Field Ambulance locations, as Pte Tim Wade further explains the mood rather
succinctly, “When we first began to build “33” it was with a small crew - mainly just
the DS blokes from “24” and “19”, with a couple of QM's bods and loads of odds and
sods like doctors and nurses getting in the way. I'd say no more than 30 or 40 people
total.
I remember it being blisteringly hot yet the chogies (locals) had complained that a
load of us weren't wearing tops, especially building the sangar on the roof of the
guardbox.
In summary, the Goodyear tyre factory was a cluster-f*ck from the first minute with
canvas up and down every single day, whilst the MOs and NOs whinged and whined
about how best put cold air from an Aircon unit through an Air Filtration Unit (AFU)
into the COLPRO. God, were we glad to get out of there into the desert.”
That, however, is military life on Ops and anyone who thinks it is going to be a
doddle is deluded, so I accepted the canvas carnage as a temporary, yet frustrating
situation to be expected. The only person that I had any sympathy for, however, was
the extremely harassed Royal Engineers officer. He and his team of sappers were
tasked with building the infrastructure; the wiring the plumbing, exterior protection
etc., which was a massive undertaking. They had spent days putting together the
electrical substation for the very high voltage wiring system running from our own
substantial generator farm.
It was a truly expensive commission completed in a tense atmosphere, only to be
told that it was to be relocated to another part of the factory. He was shaking with
rage and cursing every medic within ear shot and I didn’t blame him one bit. It was a
disgrace the way he was treated, a highly educated engineering officer being treated
like some sparkie wiring-in a domestic oven. This is what he had to power and
plumb:
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33 General Surgical Hospital – Al Jubail. Credit: Nick Rowlands

Aerial Shot: 33 Gen Surg Hosp – Al Jubail. (Note Arctic Camouflage Nets) Credit: Jeff Millard
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It was in this environment that the ’Daily Snake’ was born which started off as a
simple cartoon taking the mickey out of various cock-ups and accidents that came to
my knowledge, but it blossomed into an A4 single sheet comic which today would
probably get likes on social media, but in those days photocopying was the only
means of fulfilling a limited distribution.
My choice of the title ’Daily Snake’ reflects two elements of the reptile i.e. the seldom
seen but possibly dangerous entity lurking in the under growth ready to strike and
the RAMC cap-badge which features the international symbol for healing which is
the serpent (more accurately an Asp) entwined a staff, which the mythical Romano Greek healer Aesculapius used a symbol of rebirth due to its ability to shed skin,
As the author, I had a small team of informants who would give me the ‘Int’ on some
cock-up so that my evenings would be spent with a piece of paper and black fountain
pen. A co-conspirator clerk on the night shift, would then clandestinely photo-copy it
and then leave each department one copy in their allotted pigeon hole.
The distribution was not confined to the unit as it was individually reproduced and
sent it home or to other units and I still have the letter from a senior officer in London
written on posh MOD headed note paper who turned out to be big fan. Taking the
piss is a family trait, after all, my Dad was an ambulance man in Manchester where
a sense of dark humour was, and still, is part of the job. It became a source of pride
if one got ‘Snaked’ and I’m afraid I even had to snake myself because one of my
own cock-ups was witnessed, which will be revealed later. The frustration of the
build increased and with it came some unintended results. WO1 Jeffery Millard, a
State Registered Nurse from the Queen Elizabeth Military Hospital (Woolwich)
remembers with some pain, “The sweaty chain of soldiers - note no officers engaged in the endless filling of sandbags which would be used to protect the
position of the hospital in Al Jubail from blast. Row upon row of bags were to be
placed, ‘just so’ and at a particular height and angle.
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Naturally the sand had to come from somewhere, so we were detailed to bring a
proportion of the Arabian peninsula back to the location in an Army 4 ton Bedford
truck. The task was both back breaking and exhausting and, being medics, we were
unaware of loading patterns for freight, especially if the vehicle was being loaded
from the side. The weight of so many sand bags caused the trim of the vehicle to
shift side-ways until it was almost 45o where-upon the lads had to leap on the vehicle
deck and stabilise the load.”
The weary, sweaty, sand encrusted team returned to “33” and commenced building
more sand bag fortifications and did a very good job until a very irate local Saudi
bloke came to the front gate denouncing all to the devil that we British were thieves
and vagabonds, peppered with other choice epithets and all in rapid fire, flip-flopstomping arabic. An interpreter appeared and informed the now truly perplexed
sand bagging party that it was the gentlemen’s sand that they had nicked and
therefore wished it to be returned to his bit of desert forthwith.

Pictured: Sand-bag monotony – 33 Fd Hosp – Credit: Steve Gilpin

Camp 4 was also being fortified in case of attack. Sand bagging, despite it being
designated an all ranks affair, was very short on officers and going too slowly,
therefore, a new method of protection was required. True to form those intelligent
Sappers acquired dozens of reinforced concrete sewer pipes measuring about 1.25
meters in diameter and 7 or 8 metres in length. Positioned around the
accommodation, they were effective air-raid shelters and though it is certain that they
were put to use as such, it was found that a large towel at each end of the concrete
tube afforded a modicum of privacy for nocturnal liaisons for those desperate enough
to risk a dollop of sand in their reproductive working parts.
One of my cartoons, never published, simply had speech bubbles above such a
shelter:
Bubble 1-“Why are you crying darling?”
Bubble 2- “Guilt. And you?”
Bubble 3 - “Sand”.
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In a profoundly conservative country, the antics would certainly have caused deep
offence, moreover, such a cartoon would almost certainly be forwarded home
causing no amount of anxiety and suspicion for families, so I thought it wise to scrap
the cartoon for fear of it landing on the wrong Saudi desk or UK letter box.
Cartoonists aim to make a point with as little artistic effort as possible and often the
simplest of cartoons are the most effective. ‘Matt’ from the Daily Telegraph is
perhaps the greatest exponent of the art. My cartoon fit the type perfectly by using
artistic simplicity to target an activity that, by rights, should not have happened.
However, a thought did strike me later on that if such a romantic assignation did take
place and the affair blossomed in to marriage after hostilities, a question by friends
and families such as, “How did you two meet?” would require a bit of a fib. “Oh, we
served together in the Gulf,” would be a safer answer rather than, “both of us felt the
urge to get our leg-over and a sewage pipe in the desert was quite handy.”
Sometimes personnel would skive off on any transport to see something else of the
dire place. The docks, where the kit was being off loaded was an easy location to
visit because it was also where the vehicles had to re-fuel, so a lift was effortlessly
acquired. Enter two clinicians who were keen bird watchers hoping to see some of
the local avian fauna on the shoreline.
On arrival and dressed in civvies, they immediately wondered off, binos round necks,
huge cameras at the ready as if they were in the Cotswolds. Possibly whistling a
happy tune, they gently walked on and eventually disappeared into the shimmering
heat, ears tuned for the screech of the lesser crested Arabian Shite-hawk
(Accipitridae chordate daeficus), or some other creature of the sky.
After a few hours, all twitching came to an abrupt halt as they had blithely blundered
into restricted area and were promptly arrested as spies by the Saudi police. It was
quickly sorted out with only a modicum of diplomatic embarrassment but when the
story got out, one wit snorted in derision, “That’s Saudi for you. It’s forbidden to look
at birds with feathers or knockers”.
Eventually, the work to install the complex was completed and then renamed
officially as 33 General Surgical Hospital and it was no small task, as WO1 Paul
Cussell the unit RSM observes; “This behemoth had 12 Operating Tables
supporting 600 beds with over 900 personnel both Regular and TA in order for it to
function effectively”
The hospital had support from other nations who did not have troops in theatre but
contributed to the medical effort. Denmark had long been engaged in trauma
training with UK Medical Officers under the aptly named programme Ex DANISH
BACON held at their military medical school. The clinical exercise involved
anaesthetising a pig and then inflicting trauma upon it, usually a gunshot wound, so
creating a ‘casualty’ on which the MO would have to intervene. After the surgery
was completed, the pig was then ‘sacrificed’.
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There were a few anti-vivisection articles appearing in the popular press, but such
training went on for a while, despite the insensitive title for the Exercise….which is
probably how the media got wind of it.
The Danes sent one of their Field Surgical Teams to the Field Hospital.

Above: Danish Field Surgical Team (FST) 33 Field Hospital. Credit: Paul Barrett

Above: One of the theatre bubbles 33 Fd Hosp - Credit Nick Rowe

Recovery Dept 33 Fd Hosp – Credit: David Craven
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A Taste of Arabic
Clearly there was a need to educate us infidels, so a lecture on Arabic Customs was
arranged at the University of Al Jubail which was, without exception, to be attended
by all ranks.
Now, I know how to behave in anybody’s country and I found the order somewhat
impertinent because, in the Saudi - Arab case, we had already been told in the many
and variously titled briefings what not to do. What could be done may have been
written on a postage stamp with space to spare, because it seemed that everything
in Saudi Arabia and most of surrounding Kingdoms and Sultanates excluded any
activity except for breathing. The socially prohibitive list was, therefore, significantly
longer than the permissive.
For instance if, in the very unlikely event you found yourself sat cross-legged in an
arab tent, you would never show the soles of your feet, as it was deemed to be very
rude and for that I had already made a mental note to keep my boots on. Also, polite
soldiers would never ask, “How’s the missus, Ahmed?” Because the inference would
be that you fancied her and that would never do. Instead one would always ask,
“How’s the family?” Not that any sensible tent dwelling arab would have his wife(s)
within a thousand metres of the British soldiery, even if she / they were dressed from
head to toe in black cotton with just a small gap from which they could gaze wistfully
at Smudge from Mansfield.
In the minefield of polite and delicate manners at the dinner carpet, again if this was
even theoretically possible, all that was required after a feast of sheep’s eyes and
goat’s testicles was a slight, perhaps effete, burp to demonstrate one’s appreciation
of the splendid meal. This would be a situation in which I suspected Smudge, after a
plate of organically and locally sourced viscera, would emit a six second full-throated
growler of a belch followed by a bass baritone level flatulent and quite sulphurous
posterior blast, possibly with a ‘follow through’ at both ends.
And all that without once showing the soles of his feet. Oh yes, we were quite well
prepared to interact with our cheerful allies, but despite my superior knowledge of
arab etiquette, I still had to attend the lecture. In the words of the Adjt, “Extremelyvery-important briefing, not excused, get on that bus.”
The back-story to this is that I went to school in Manchester at a place called
Didsbury, then a leafy suburb of the city, sometimes referred to as ‘Yidsbury’ by the
few anti-Semitic Mancunians due to the sizable Jewish population in that area, some
of whom were school mates.
On top of that, my Grandad was in the textile trade and could converse in basic
Hebrew, but was also fairly competent, though self-taught, in Yiddish. We are
descended from Ashkenazi Jews who escaped the Russian Tzarist pogroms of the
late 1800s and who had fetched up in sunny Manchester and into rag trade, despite
being professional theatrical costumiers. It was probably the only work that they
could get in Manchester’s main industry for which it became known as ‘Cottonopolis’.
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Although the family has entirely assimilated over generations, the Jewish traditions
are still part of life in certain areas of the city including mine and entirely normal.
Back then, it was no big deal and I got on well with my Jewish school mates and with
Grandad’s colleagues, so much so that I was booked to go to a Kibbutz for summer
of 1968. The 1967 Yom Kipper war stopped all that and although still I quite fancied
the trip, my mother flatly refused.
Being an Army Cadet (Cheshire Regt, for those interested) I followed the news of
that period avidly and wondered how low one nation stoop to attack another on the
holiest of days in their year, that of Yom Kippur or Day of Atonement. The result was
that the Israelis very swiftly mobilised and defeated the invaders from Egypt and their
allies in just six days, regaining Jerusalem into the bargain. It is, I believe, quite a
possibly in my DNA to support the Israelis, and here I was in Saudi Arabia being
forced by my own Chain of Command to attend a lecture on Arabic customs after
one Arabic nation had invaded another and all of which had, to put it mildly, no love
for Israel.
I tried all sorts of ruses to get out of it, but it cut no ice and in the end I was the sullen
kid on the back of the bus, stern of face, humourless, uncommunicative and
determined to not to participate. However, the Saudi Professor of Theology
presenting the lecture was an engaging speaker and the auditorium an impressive
ultra-modern air conditioned structure, so I have to admit that much of my dark
mutterings came to naught and in fact my mood lightened when the question and
answer session commenced.
“Why?” asked a gauche young Nursing Officer with an accent that dripped pure
Camberley,“ are Saudi women not allowed to drive?” I knew that was coming a mile
off and so did the professor, who immediately gave the plausible explanation about
the severity of the climate and the requirement to protect their women folk.
“Nonsense”, piped up an equally young Medical Officer to a collective gasp from the
very-very senior British officers at the front of the auditorium who were automatically
switching to Apologetic Diplomatic Damage Limitation (ADDL) mode. The MO went
on, “Why can’t you just admit it, Professor, like the rest of the men here, indeed the
whole world that the real reason for denying women the right to drive is that they are
so incompetent at the wheel of a car?” The professor looked relieved and so did the
very-very senior officers who clearly enjoyed the victorious roar from the audience,
except of course Camilla from Camberley.

Casualties
At this time, the initial clinical capability began to take casualties mostly in primary
health and for minor injuries in Casualty. There were insect stings, gastro-intestinal
complaints, and the normal trapped fingers and scalp wounds as heavy vehicle
hatches started to crush and lacerate various parts of the crews’ anatomy, an injury
simply known as collectively as ‘hatch-rash’ which increased as the armoured units
with their heavy metal began to arrive in theatre.
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The keeping of insects such as scorpions as pets in buckets or similar containers
increased the clinical load for which the treatment for the very painful sting was a
simple anaesthetic ‘ring block’ injection into the sore digit. It worked very well
indeed, but as the incidents increased, the ring block was replaced by a couple of
Panadol and a warning of self-inflicted injury and a charge. Stings decreased, but
there were still incidents out in the desert for quite some time after.
In late October the CO was stricken with food poisoning and had to be evacuated to
22 Fd Hospital in Bahrain. Not a good sign to see a Medical CO with food poisoning,
but Lieutenant Pat John, a former Environmental Health Technician, confirmed that
we had received two other positive cases along with three cases of ‘Travellers’ Runs’
and that if this was the case in the relatively clean area of Camp 4 with proper
sanitation and clean running water, it was clearly going to be a worry out in the field.
Yet the rudimentary field sanitation there, allowed me to create two memorable
‘Snakes’ over the course of the tour.
Such early morbidity is expected in all Ops, but what I didn’t expect was a busy
Psychiatry Department. Mental Health such as it was, wasn’t a focused discipline in
those days and I was in the department one morning on some mundane admin
matter. Observing a dozen or so SNCOs, JNCOs and Troopers from a Challenger 1
Tank Regiment chatting as they sipped on cartons of orange juice, I remarked in
passing to the Psychiatrist that they seemed quite chirpy, so they must have liked
coming to see her.
She was a great consultant Psychiatrist and a real people person. “That’s the
complete surprise”, she confided. “They’re all alcoholics and have only just realised
it. I suppose that’s what a nine year posting to Germany with cheap booze and
Regimental drinking culture with no real grip on Squadron bar opening times does to
you. They’ll be home in 48 hours and some other poor sods will have to come out as
Battle Casualty Replacements (BCRs). I suspect there will be a few more before
month is out.” They were sage words that would gain some credence during the
next 25 years as the drinking culture of the Army and the UK in general grew.
The unit’s first casualty from gunshot wounds occurred at about this time. The first,
a fatality, being from the new SA80 rifle which had been issued to some units
including the Parachute Regiment Band attached to the Field Hospital. It was a
tragedy for all and, as the soldier was one of our own, the unit felt the loss of the
big South African CMT very keenly.
Other casualties followed with a frequency that showed that the safety drills by
officers who had been issued with the 9mm Browning Pistol were slack which
resulted in a spate of negligent discharges of the weapon. The first of these ‘NDs’ as
they are known, wounded a young soldier who was shot through the calf by his
officer. He lost a chunk of muscle and survived to be flown home. The officer lost a
great deal of seniority and £1,600 as a fine which at current value is £3,309. More
fines were to follow, but thankfully no fatalities.
Relief came as the Establishment of the Hospital firmed up and the task of creating
the Field Ambulance establishment to deploy further out became a serious
consideration, for nobody from “19” or “24” wanted to be in the vicinity of this medical
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soap opera. However, we already had sections out covering units deployed into the
desert proper.
Sgt Nick Rushby from “19” took ‘LIMA’ section to cover the Ammunition storage area
way out into the GAFA and, as Forward Section Commander, due to the Dressing
Station remaining unpacked and still on wheels, I got a vehicle and driver and went
to see how the Section was doing.
Sgt Rushby was a cheery soul with a nice family back in Colchester and his wife
Christine looked after my young toddler son whilst my wife was studying. I liked
Rushby, despite being an unholy terror as the unit Physical Training Instructor (PTI)
His 2IC, Cpl Jock Niell was also a good hand so I was confident that the section was
well led and in good order. His location, however, was a sight to behold.
Stacks upon stacks of ammunition of all natures were placed far into the distance. A
measurement in many square miles would be a good approximation as the
shimmering heat haze against the white earth destroyed any distance vision with the
horizon obliterated in the mirror-like heat haze. The temperature was horrific and
just one explosion, despite a great spacing between the dumps would have created
a devastating incident. Despite this, his was a sharp section and their reputation
was good, although each of them knew the danger around them. Their conditions
were dire….heat-stroke utopia.
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LIMA Section in the GAFA. 100,000 square miles of desert and still they had to pee on their Land Rovers
Credit: Saunders

We also had Sgt Jimmy Smyth from “24” with the RAF aeromed squadron in King
Khaled Military City (KKMC) and by contrast, as ever with the RAF, he was enjoying
extreme comfort in air conditioned accommodation and waiter served meals.
Obviously the RAF were taking the Field Conditions rather seriously. As the saying
goes, ‘Stars’, ‘The Royal Navy navigate by them, the Army sleeps under them and
the RAF score their hotel accommodation by them.’
There were other Sections dotted around Al Jubail, reinforcing Regimental Aid Posts
(RAPs) in other Infantry or Armoured units. They were quite happy and a threat to
be reassigned to “33” was the Sword of Damocles hanging over them.

Discipline, Dodgy Deals, Doss Bags and Cots
Discipline did occasionally breakdown, not in the normal sense, but in the traditional
sense as trading of kit between US and British forces took place. Normally this is
harmless as spare badges or belts and lanyards etc were swapped, but this time it
was our much prized NBC kit, which was then and probably still is the best protection
in the world.
A Bluey to home in early November relates that one of our S-10 Respirators could
command $1,000 and an old S-6 $500. A soldier could raise $800 if he let go of
one of his three NBC Suits and in addition, a Sleeping System with sleeping bag,
compression sack and bivi bag would also fetch $800. Unfortunately it all came to
a crashing halt as a Respirator was found in the US Camp which opened up a can
of worms.
CMT Phil Rowlands from “24” recalls, “I and a couple of mates had acquired some
‘spare’ kit from the field hospital with whom a few of us deployed into Theatre. We
eventually joined up with ‘HOTEL’ Section and acquired more buckshee kit by telling
the supported unit QM that we hadn’t been issued anything. Anyway, this kit, along
with the spare kit we had acquired in Catterick, which included buckshee NBC kit,
respirators etc., was made ready for us to make a few quid. However, three of the
guys got lifted at Al Jubail Port by the RMP and, having also taken my buckshees to
try and see what they could get, I was implicated even though I had stayed behind
that evening on Duty Medic. You could say that I was just the ‘wholesaler’ but as a
defence it was pretty useless.
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Goons that they were, they first tried trading with a US Military Policeman which was
probably not the brightest move and it all went pear-shaped after that, because the
following day I also got lifted by the RMP and taken in for questioning.
A few days later we were summarily tried by the CO and each of us got a £60 fine
and 4 days Restriction of Privileges (ROPs) which was hours upon hours of extra
duties such as kitchen detail cleaning the large pans called, ‘dixies’. The fine was
easily covered because we were on around £25 per week extra for ‘water money’ but
the ROPs were truly horrible.”
But it wasn’t camp cots and clothing that found their way to and from the unit. MT
NCO Tony Suggsy Bott had to issue a Land Rover with a new work ticket. The
vehicle was misappropriated from the Royal Military Police (RMP) Company at
Camp 4 by a couple of lads who went to a US nurses disco whilst on 48 hrs R&R
and had missed the transport back to the desert. The RMP had been blasting units
for weeks about vehicle security, in particular, the need to secure vehicle keys and
work tickets when parked. This one had both tucked away under the drivers sun
visor, so it was asking to be liberated. On arrival to the desert real estate of “24”, the
RMP signs and blue lights were removed from the vehicle and large red crosses
painted on the doors. This was an opportunistic and ultimately successful piece of
larceny as the Land Rover actually returned to the unit in Catterick.
CMT Andrew Turnbull from “24” had an interesting stock of swapsies with the
Americans. Most of it was medical kit, clothing, leather pistol holsters, food, booze
(Sidiki), telescopic camouflage (scrim) poles and boots. Quite what he was going to
expect from the potential sale of a special forces ‘Pinky’ Land Rover that he
liberated from Al Jubail Port was anybody’s guess, but he did at least
misappropriate the vehicle rather than steal it and remains quite proud of the fact
that he, “Acquired a ‘Pinky’ Special Forces (SF) vehicle from Al Jubail and drove it
all the way to Wadi Hafir al Batin. I didn’t even have a driving licence, so I posed as
an officer after swiping Lt Campbell’s rank slides. I drove that brilliant Land Rover for
the duration of the tour and was intent on getting it back to UK somehow, but the
miserable git of a QM told me to hand it over to a Scots Guards Colour Sergeant.”
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Example of an SAS ‘Pinky’ Land Rover. Best driven by a CMT without a Driving Licence impersonating
an Officer in the RAMC (allegedly).

Such acts of misappropriation occurred quite frequently. Indeed the RMP were still
investigating a year or so later how a number of brand new white Toyota V6 Land
Cruisers issued to the Coalition by the Japanese Government as their contribution to
the war effort, made it back to the UK and then simply disappeared.
Desert combats were still on the wish list, but the unit had an unlikely champion for
other items of kit in the form of a short, rotund, chain smoking, Royal Corps of
Transport (RCT) Driver from “19”. Cpl ‘Piggy’ Driscoll was a top scrounger and a
complete nightmare in Colchester where I had stood beside him as a ‘Soldier’s
Friend” before magistrates on more than a few occasions. But what an operator in
the field was our Piggy who turned out to be an often used and entirely unofficial
logistical conduit because, as improbable as it seems today, the unit wasn’t on the
Order of Battle (ORBAT).
Paddy Magee’s stealthy machinations to get us in theatre worked, but because our
unit didn’t appear on the logistic chain as ‘customers’, kit would not be issued. Quite
often a Driver and an NCO would rock up to the Ordnance Park and present the
demand papers from the unit QM to the loggie. The stackers would umm and aahh
and then come back with a unit query, “24 who?” As a result, T shirts appeared
emblazoned ‘24 – The “Who” on Tour’. It was eventually sorted of course.
In one instance, early into the tour and still based in Camp 4, Piggy and his mate Cpl
Stevie Nunnan, simply drove into the neighbouring US Marine Corps barracks where
upon Piggy in his best ‘Del-Boy’ manner, proffered an AFG 1033 Issue and Receipt
voucher and bamboozled the hapless US Marine Loggie that it was a NATO
requisition order for a quantity of American Camp Cots for the British Contingent.
To this day, I do not know how many cots he fitted into the Land Rover (and trailer)
but when we eventually moved into the desert proper, a good proportion of the unit
had a comfy camp bed. I got preferential treatment because I was, in his words,
“his legal brief” and I confess that it is still in my possession to this day.
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Piggy had an absolutely limitless supply of, ‘chutspah’, as demonstrated once the
CO was discharged from 22 Fd Hosp and had decided upon a short period of
recuperation. He also decided that he would like a couple of the trendy US Army
olive green T Shirts and this meant that he and his driver spent a considerable length
of time over two days visiting US units trying unsuccessfully to get hold of them.
Piggy got to hear of this and got him and his driver two T Shirts each within twenty
minutes.
Another Bluey to home dated early November informed my wife that, “Piggy Driscoll
had landed himself a job on the docks working on all our vehicles and apparently
eyeing up 40,000 cans of Heineken beer (which at the time he didn’t know that it was
alcohol-free) in a warehouse full of American kit. Lord knows what other scams he
had hatched.”
I also wrote that it is quite possible in the future that I will be stood at a bus stop in
the pouring rain worrying about the mortgage and a Rolls Royce would glide up with
Piggy at the wheel who would offer me a lift. I would, however, not like to be his
accountant. Piggy appears more frequently in this narrative than any other celebrity
desert rat.

Pre - Release from Purgatory (Limited Spaces)
By 7th November preparations were being made to move out to the North West of Al
Jubail to take up a position in the Brigade Maintenance Area. This was good news
and even better news was that the long awaited desert combats would be issued by
the end of the month, a phrase which was often used as a precursor to a moveable
feast. However, to a great deal of surprise, the first 50 sets of these sand coloured
uniforms arrived in the second week of December, moreover, the consignment came
with a bonus pack of 350 sets of underwear, known as ‘Shorts, NBC, Men’s Cotton
for the use of’.
We were unaware if there were any female varieties of these unfashionable
garments made of cotton, bright blue in colour and long, so long in fact that they
came down to the knees on the shorter lads. Some took to wearing them for PT,
and were seen running up and down the (desert) sands like the British Olympians in
the opening scene of Chariots of Fire, but without the sea.
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The ORBAT of “24” was now finalised and at that point “33” unceremoniously kicked
us out of their Hospital complex in the same way that a rich banker and wife would
do to their builders after completion of their multi-million pound palace. As a result,
we had to take our leave of some of the personnel from “19” and “24” who were to
remain at the hospital.
LCpl Blake from “19”, for instance was, a popular and effective JNCO Medic who
was simply made for section work. An intelligent, fit young man who loved the unit
and his job, his morale was given a severe blow when he found that he would remain
at the hospital and, occasionally, as I passed through Al Jubail I would stop for a
chat. He hated it in the Hospital and clearly missed his mates. His situation could be
replicated a few dozen times over, for Field Medics at that time were used as general
duty men, such as porters, clerks and messengers and thus gained little clinical
experience.
I was saddened to see that our 2IC from “19”, Major Chris Dickenson, was to remain
at the hospital. A larger than life character and bon viveur who habitually wore a
bow tie in civvies. Chris had laboured for years under the sobriquet of ‘Tricky Dickie’
for allegedly, as a young subaltern at 28 Field Ambulance in Hohne in Germany
(forerunner of 1 Armd Fd Amb), blew the windows out of the guardroom with an illtimed lob of a thunder-flash through the door just to see if the night guard were on
their toes.
This, I believe to be true, as many of the older hands and the German civilian office
staff related the story to me when serving as a Sgt in that unit in the early 80s.
Nowadays any such antics would probably prompt a visit from the counter terrorist
branch, which would be interesting but not scary. However, an H&S visit might
create a squeaky bum moment.
Some of the unit were, however, relieved to see that the Adjt from “19” was also to
remain at “33”. As a young soldier commissioned from the ranks, ‘Sister’ as he
became known for his close affiliation with the nursing cadre, was cloned at the
Royal Military Academy (RMA) Sandhurst, but with the wrong DNA and thus a
potential RAMC Medical Support Officer (MSO) popped out, but endowed with the
manners and affectations of a Cavalry officer.
Adjts are not supposed to be ‘liked’ by soldiers or junior officers, that’s a given, but
he really did excel with that superior air in barracks, his swagger stick and obligatory
black labrador at his side, complete with RAMC Corps coloured dog collar. So we
took his wife instead, a QARANC Nursing Officer and got the better end of the deal
as she was delightful girl, not at all fazed about the desert and being in the field
proper.
Quite why or how in those days Sandhurst churned out normally well-adjusted young
men from normal backgrounds as living examples of the huntin’ and shootin’
fraternity was beyond me. RSM Steve Woods gave such junior officers no quarter
for skiving, being improperly dressed and quite possibly being in his line of sight.
However, it must be said that this cohort was very small.
The trouble with Direct Entry junior officers, especially if there is little to do is that
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they must be seen to be actually ‘doing’ Broad shouldered, with a slight Scottish
burr, a fondness for body building and, with his dark swept back hair coupled with a
Mediterranean complexion, he resembled a character from a popular American TV
programme called, ‘CHiPS’ (California Highway Patrol Service) who played a
Hispanic – American Cop called, Patrolman Poncherello. The name stuck with the
lads, though obviously out of earshot. So, the “24” Poncherello patrolled the desert
looking for things to do.
His more dangerous pursuit was to hold a complete NBC kit inspection with all kit
laid out for him to inspect. Respirators out of case, canisters detached, spectacles, if
inserted, cleaned. Suits checked, NBC overboots looked at. The lads’ kit was
spread out before them like an untidy jumble sale and the scene would seem quite
banal to the idle passer-by, but it changed in a second.
Readers should remember that there was a requirement to don respirators within
nine seconds of an NBC alarm, which was inconveniently triggered at this critical
point in the inspection. The ensuing scramble to first reconnect the canister by
screwing into a threaded cavity, and then don the mask, then struggle into the suits
erupted into pantomime farce worthy of Benny Hill.
The wonder is, that Poncherello went on to Command a Field Ambulance; indeed
all of the Junior Officers went on to eventually command appointments, one even
commanded a Field Hospital and another became a helicopter pilot. Perhaps those
early years as a Junior Officer can be described as a nursery.

Erik Estrada – aka CHiPS Patrolman “Poncherello” was never in the RAMC or RADC, but his
doppelganger was.

With 3 days’ Notice to Move (NTM) declared on 9th November the unit began to get
ready, check kit and train for the rigours of the desert. A Bluey to home on the same
date warned that a mail disruption is imminent, but not to worry and continued with
my latest meteorological info which I’m afraid my poor wife had to put up with in
almost every letter. However, the stats were to be wildly out of trend later on in the
year because in the previous 10 years, the days of rainfall averaged 2 days in
November, 3 days in December, 2 more days in January and 1 in February.
There was really very little at this time to write home about, so dull letters were the
norm got the hint when a Bluey arrived from my wife saying that my last letter
seemed to be a re-hash of Daily Orders. But rain did come, and it was torrential for
a long time.
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Dress Rehearsal
As the Field Ambulance establishment continued to firm up, the unit was tasked to
take part in a three day CASEVAC exercise using Helicopters, Armoured and
Wheeled ambulances. Cpl ‘Piggy’ Driscoll, LCpl Charter, even myself as OC and
many other lads were selected to be ‘casualties’ as the Exercise was chiefly to test
the Collecting Sections, the Ambulance Exchange points and the evacuation chain to
a Dressing Station. On 17th November we were lifted by a flight of RAF Puma
helicopters to go to a point in the desert which was to be the start of the evacuation
route.
With no civilian airspace flying constraints in force, the pilots were having a great
time and so did we as they threw the machines about, chased camels and created
whirlwinds of dust as we landed or took off, picking up along the way other unit
personnel who had also been conned into acting as casualties. The white sand of
the desert only a few metres below shot behind us at speed until eventually we were
dropped off, literally, in the middle of nowhere.
With ourselves and our personal kit swiftly unloaded (actually with the blades still
turning, unceremoniously kicked-off the aircraft), the Pumas took off in a spew of grit
and dust and disappeared into the distance, leaving us slightly ill at ease in the
space and silence. So we did what British Soldiers generally do in such situations,
that is get a brew on before chancing, perhaps, a snooze.
Drop off took very little time – Credit: Saunders
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LCpl Charter (L), Author (Centre), Cpl ‘Piggy’ Driscoll (R)

Brews made and kit sorted out we settled down for a few hours then, during the late
afternoon, the roar of a complete armoured Battle Group hit our ears and I was
relieved that we were in day light, because an armoured unit on the move is
dangerous to those on the ground anyway, but it could be lethal at night, especially
with no lights as the tactical situation required. Never-the-less, I got a few lads on
top of a length of dunes as markers.
As an Armoured Section Commander in my youth I had been in Battle Groups in
Canada and Germany, but peace time constraints always made it feel like just
another exercise. However, on this occasion I was truly impressed as the
Challenger 1 tanks cruised by creating a fantastic noise with that deep growl of the
engine and throwing choking clouds of grit and dust, their tracks clanking and
squealing as they churned out clumps of desert rock.
Then Warrior Infantry vehicles came through with equivalent noise and creating
the same dust cloud. Accompanied by Sapper Bridge Layers and REME Forward
Recovery Teams (FRTs), all in a flanking formation, their commanders were
clearly enjoying the dash. They moved on and we were left alone in the silence
again as the sun sank and desert night crept slowly upon us, so I gave the order
to eat before night fall, posted guards and prepared for a long wait. That night was
spent in a slightly cooler GAFA gazing in wonder at the canopy of stars.
Dawn came quickly and it was chilly enough to put an extra layer on. But then, as
we contemplated breakfast or more accurately the lack of it, the exercise
commenced as a section of Armoured Ambulances arrived, from 1 Armoured Field
Ambulance, my old unit in Germany. Some of us were loaded into the cramped
armoured ambulances with a casualty tag pinned to shirts, others, as more serious
casualties went by helicopter.
It was a dreary episode as we stayed in our old AVF 432 ambulance (most of the
fleet were older than the youngest soldiers) for hours, occasionally lumbering slowly
across the desert until we finally reached 1 Armd Fd Amb DS. And there we waited
and waited well into the night until, finally, having not eaten for 18 hours we were
taken to our own location ravenously hungry. We blessed the chefs as they turned-to
and put something together.
The Exercise was not a success, but it did expose weaknesses that were swiftly
rectified, mostly in communications and control. It did get ‘Snaked’.
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Respite Number 1
The exercise over, it was time to take stock, or rather the Medical Operations HQ
which must have decided that another Field Hospital was required in theatre, which
sounded quite reasonable given the casualty estimates. But where on earth were
they going to get yet another Field Hospital from? Germany and UK had been bled
dry of personnel and kit and we assumed that a further call-out of the TA would be
necessary.
However, across a causeway to the south in the Kingdom of Bahrain, an archipelago
perched in the Persian Gulf, was stationed 22 Field Hospital (hereafter “22”), the
only Regular 200 bedded that was always on a higher readiness status and had
been deployed from the very start.
They were nicely situated and quite enjoying life in the sun, as well they might as
they were all accommodated in a splendid hotel with swimming pool, a bar that sold
alcohol and, to assist with the cost, each of the unit personnel were paid around
£125 Nightly Rate Subsistence Allowance (NRSA) daily and, unbelievably, they were
also allowed to ‘walk-out’ when off duty. It seemed that “22” had really drawn the
very long straw.
But the luxurious life-style was about to be terminated as the planners decided that it
would be easier to redeploy “22” into Saudi Arabia rather than reconstitute another
unit from UK.
By this time, in late November, the Daily Snake was gaining some notoriety which
pleased the CO and as the signal had just been sent giving CO “22” the good news,
he was requested to advise the unit on the rigours of desert life. Sensing that some
good material for the Snake would come out of it the 2IC, Major Bob Newell, told me
to pack my gear for an overnight in Bahrain because I was going to be his bag
carrier and also his eyes and ears as we toured the unit gauging their attitude and
capability. I was packed in minutes and was duly elated to be sat in the front of the
2ICs Land-Rover as we negotiated the lethal Arabian roads and even more lethal
Arabian drivers.
A few hours later we alighted dusty and thirsty from our vehicles to be greeted by the
unit hierarchy, which included my old friend from “253”, WO1 (RSM) Stew Sharpe for
whom I was best man at one of his many weddings. It is worth describing this,
literally, larger-than-life Scotsman who was a keen weight lifter who had represented
Scotland and the Army at his chosen sport. He was a bit of a legend in Parachute
Field Ambulance circles.
Sporting a huge Victorian moustache, which nicely camouflaged his mouth, which
was a good thing because one half of it was completely void of teeth in both upper
and lower jaw and he only wore the dentures when on ‘posh’ nights out. He was the
same height as me and with a 32 inch waist. But that’s where the similarity ended
because he had a huge barrel of a 54 inch chest. If angered, that build, equipped
with a dentally challenged half-mouth became a roaring, terrifying sight. There were
few discipline problems at “22”.
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As the hierarchy moved to air conditioned spaces, I prepared to move the Land
Rover when Stew detached himself from reception committee and came bounding
over to me with a young QARANC Officer in his wake and, with a great scots roar of,
“Lieutenant Saunders, Sir, you fucking toe-rag. You never wrote once, but give us a
hug you ugly bastard!” That hug crushed the wind out of me leaving me speechless
for a few seconds and eventually, after I could draw breath, I saw the rather shocked
young officer, who was obviously unused to this Parachute Field Ambulance form of
greeting, staring open mouthed at Stew.
“Oooh, sorry Ma’am, Mr Saunders here is my step brother, ain’t seen him for a while.
He’s the one from the brainy side of the family, dull as a wet Good Friday, but we’re
all proud that he has become an Hofficer.”
“Erm, nice to meet you Mr Saunders,” she said, “I hope that you enjoy your stay
here, so I’ll leave you in the capable hands of your, erm, step-brother.” She turned
on her heel and sped off to the meeting. I wearily looked at Stew and his not so
innocent grin.
“Step-brother?” “Yep, she believes anything I tell her. I told her that there is a new feminine
deodorant for sale down at the local market called ‘Twinkle-Twat’. Saw it on her shopping list
that afternoon, come and meet the lads.”
The first part of the tour was, of course, to his prized gym which was fully equipped
with plenty of weight lifting apparatus and a host of other machines associated with
fitness training. Such places have seldom been visited by me, at least not
voluntarily, but this was quite spectacular given the location.
“Just where did you liberate this lot from?” I asked. (To ‘liberate’ is Airborne speak
for ‘nicked’).
“Didn’t get liberated,” he confided, “it’s from the unit back in UK. Shoved the lot into
an ISO container and marked it up as oxygen cylinders, X-Ray and any other heavy
pieces of kit I could think of”. Stew continued in this manner as his barrel chest
puffed up even further as he surveyed his prized domain like proud beef farmer
appreciating his prize bull. Almost tearfully he remarked quietly, “the finest collection
of metal in British Forces Middle East.” I refrained from reminding this Hulk that as
we spoke a complete Division of Her Majesty’s heavy metal was being off loaded at
Al Jubail docks, but clearly the airborne ethos of making your own winning solution
was quite well established at this Field Hospital.
The unit was well established, impressively so, with the clinical spaces well and truly
ready for any action. Another old colleague, this time from “144” Parachute Field
Ambulance (PFA) was waiting for me, brew already made and a good greeting on
his lips. WO2 (SSM) Mick Jennings is without doubt one of the most colourful
members of the Corps with the sobriquet, ‘Ship’s Cat’ due to his survival from many
a scrape with a certain unit that exists in the market town of Hereford, most of whom
go by their pseudonyms, Nobby, Dinger, Knocker etc.
This propensity for getting into scrapes both operational and self-inflicted, had
occurred again earlier on in the year, after a nasty motor cycle accident in Cyprus.
Mick takes up the story, “I was Casevac from Cyprus to Woolwich QEMH Rehab Unit
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for my broken leg. On the build-up to Op GRANBY the Rehab clinicians asked me if I
could pass a Basic Fitness Test (BFT). I couldn’t run at all due to a severe limp, but I
could skip, so I did the BFT skipping which caused much mirth among the troops, but
I still passed without any problems. The next obstacle was the Medical Board to see
if I could be upgraded for which Colonel Coull was presiding. He asked if I thought
he should upgrade me to which reminded him that I had passed my BFT that
morning and he didn’t.
Fully “fit”, I was packed off to Aldershot with a huge grin because I was happy to be
back with 23 PFA and all my old mates, but then got picked up to go to “22”.
However, I kept my limp for a fair bit of the campaign, but lots of lifting casualties
digging holes as if my life depended on it fixed that.”
Mick was with 23 PFA in the Falkands on Op CORPORATE and was a supremely fit
soldier when not damaging himself, (a situation that continues to this day) and a very
experienced medic. He remains extremely fit and an exceptionally experienced
climber; indeed he has climbed many of the world’s highest peaks including the
world’s coldest, Mount Denali, in Alaska. My climbing, restricted to Munros of
Scotland and peaks in Snowdonia, pales into insignificance compared to this high
altitude expert, never-the-less the first words as we met up in Bahrain were, “Done
any climbing yet?”
“Mick”, I sighed, “you know as well as I do that the location is a flat oven.”
“OK,” he nodded, “drop your stuff over there, your hotel room is booked and one of
the lads will take your shit over to it. Let’s go climbing, it’s not far.”
And that is how I climbed the 50 metre Bahrain Telecom tower, the highest structure
in the kingdom. The view was fantastic, but the beer afterwards and the curry in the
evening even better.

The Author on Bahrain Telecom Tower: Credit: Jennings
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The meeting dispersed quite early, so a swim and a shower seemed to be the best
idea followed by a few more very welcome beers in the early evening. Other friends
came to see me, including my future CO, Kevin Griffin. Kev and I were Section
Commanders in Germany and were commissioned together, so it was great to see
him. He was enjoying the tour, but like me he was itching to get out into any piece
of desert.
One of his stories, possibly apocryphal, involves their attached Band which was from
a Scottish Regiment. Most Field Hospitals at that time deployed with a band for the
general duties work, though principally as stretcher bearers, but in fact they turned
out to be brilliant NBC de-contamination operators. They were a rough and ready
bunch, yet a great asset.
However, they did have their moments. After a signal came in stating that all local
tattoo parlours were deemed unhygienic and were to be placed out of bounds, some
band members decided to ignore it and get the iconic Jerboa Brigade flash tattooed
on their upper arms. One of the Colour Sergeants had designed it quite well and
gave it to the local tattoo artist who needled those who wished to adorn themselves
with a rodent icon from WW2 7th Armoured Brigade.
Unfortunately, the CSgt’s spelling was not as good as his art work and the situation
was compounded by the tattoo artist who could not read English, but never-the-less,
copied it faithfully. To this day, some ex members of a famous Scottish Infantry
Regimental band sport the Desert Rat (Jerboa) on their arms, but with an extra‘s’ in
the logo underneath making it, ‘Dessert Rats’. That’s nothing to be trifled with.
The next day we left luxury and agreed to receive a liaison officer from “22” in a 48
hours. The poor lad became a subject of the Daily Snake, before he even arrived at
“24”
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PHASE 3 – INTO THE WILD HOT YONDER
Field Ambulance ‘Stuff’ – at last
We moved on time and in 12 hours the unit was established in a barren, featureless
kiln, whereupon living in the desert really began to concentrate the minds. From
establishing department comms and the siting of the radio mast, to digging trenches
and making sure no light escaped from the tents at night, or getting the cooks tent
and dining tent sorted out to having a functioning dressing station is labour intensive,
but like bullocks let out into the fresh spring air from a winter of confinement in a
barn, the lads turned-to and joyously got stuck in, as did the Sappers who dug a
huge berm around the location.
In just a few hours the unit became enclosed in a space bordered by a triangular
sand and rock wall gouged out of the desert complete with entry and exit points on
two of the three points. At last we had a proper Field Ambulance.

Sand-bagging first Desert Location – Credit: Rowlands

Training continued and surprisingly included a survival session with a couple of
‘them’ from Hereford as RSM Steve Woods describes, “The training was conducted
by, ‘Dinger and Nobby’, or at least that was they said their names were. They taught
a basic desert survival course and the old story about getting water from a bit of
plastic, a stone and some vegetation does actually work.”
It didn’t take long for a Field Ambulance battle rhythm to establish itself. Guard
rosters were made, fatigue rosters divided up between departments and the constant
checking of equipment and the stability and safety of our canvas shelters became a
normal activity. Sports such as volley ball were undertaken and PT runs round the
massive triangle made for a sweaty, but generally content bunch. It was getting
towards December and thoughts of Christmas away from home were inevitable.
On 1st December, the first of the Combined Services Entertainment (CSE) shows
was performed. It is worth describing this outfit with a history dating back to WW2.
Then called the Entertainments National Service Association (ENSA), it ferried
singers and other acts to all Operational Theatres in order to entertain the troops.
Big names in the entertainment business did ‘their bit’ not always successfully, it
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must be said. Indeed the acronym was subverted to: Every Night Something Awful,
by the acts themselves. Never-the-less, the association was a great success which
later gave birth to the CSE. Shows like ‘It Ain’t Half Hot, Mum’ and ‘Heidi Hi!’ can all
claim their lineage from ENSA writers and actors.
Modern CSE shows still operate and successful acts, comedians, dancers, and
singers have graced operational stages world – wide, but the show in Saudi Arabia
was without doubt truly representative of the old ENSA. This was not due to the acts
themselves, but due to the Saudi opinion that enjoying oneself is unseemly, so whilst
they allowed the shows to go on, they resolutely refused to allow dancing girls or any
female performer to be near the event.
The show, therefore, was to be held at night and as far away as possible from any
local habitation. The audience, taken from the BMA units, was transported in a fleet
of 4 ton trucks deep into the desert where we alighted in the dark to an abandoned
quarry in which a stage, lights and sound equipment had been set up against one of
the cliffs.
We had to sit on our webbing as a rock group banged it’s heart out and we did laugh
at ventriloquist Bob Carolgees and his dummy ‘Spit’ the dog as he predictably took
the mickey out of the senior officers positioned closer to the stage, and the location
in general. I’ve been to a few CSE shows in my time, but this one counted as the
most surreal I have ever attended and I wished that I had remained at the unit and
got my head down.
Christmas mail started to arrive and the great British public started sending in
parcels of goodies such as shampoo and soap which often blended with the hob nob
biscuits in the same box due to it being mishandled from the local post office to Mill
Hill and further dropped at an RAF Base where upon it was slung into an aircraft
bound for Saudi Arabia.
Similarly, plastic shampoo bottles would burst and seep into any cigarettes lovingly
packed next them. Chain smoking Piggy Driscoll said that they were all right, they
just made people a bit giddy when they inhaled the smoke and he had contemplated
selling them to the Americans as ‘exotic’ tobacco. One lad frustratingly found that
the contraband scotch whisky sent in a shampoo bottle was undrinkable due to the
less than thorough rinse it got before the scotch was added.
Schools were particularly efficient at sending goodie parcels, one being a special
needs unit near Colchester which we had supported over the years. I made sure
that the kids all got a Bluey from the lads. Old folk’s homes were also very generous,
indeed the great British public did us all proud. The biggest parcel, however, arrived
for our singing CMT Cpl Ron Walker. It was his Mum’s best Caribbean Christmas
cake which must have had a number of bottles of rum in the mixture and tasted
delightful, though more than one slice was enough, especially if going on guard duty.
This new location was not without incident. Our light discipline was second to none
so the guard had to be most alert to sounds and thus stood-to one moonless night
when the unmistakable sound of a weapon being hoisted against webbing hit their
ears along with grunted sounds and commands in Arabic. As per Rules of
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Engagement (ROE) the order to “Halt!” went out in both Arabic and English (Arabic “Keef Halt !”). It was a tense moment before it became clear that the trespassers
were Egyptian Forces on an exercise and who had got lost. Their shouts and grunts
were loud and sounded tense, which further alerted the guard that something was
not right.
This happened a few times, despite RSM Wood going over to their HQ and in
English, halting Arabic and some French, explained the danger that awaited them if
this continued, because our sentries were fully armed. He even marked the maps in
their CP, but they continued to occasionally blunder into harm’s way due to their poor
field discipline and patrolling skills, shouting at each other and even using white light
torches.
What surprised us more was that these were, supposedly, Egyptian Special Forces
and reputed to be the best in the arab world, which didn’t exactly fill us with
confidence about the coalition’s arab partners. Eventually they moved on, which
was a relief to all, especially the guards, and I managed to keep at bay my long held
opinions since the Yom Kippur war.

Respite 2
I have always maintained that I was a lucky soldier. Something always turned up for
the better when things got a bit tedious or frustrating. The same thing happened at
this new desert location.
I had just been to see Sgt Rushby who had been sent an electric hair clipper by his
wife. The whole operation took 5 minutes after which, being shorn of hair, I looked
like a very unsavoury football hooligan with a nut brown tan rather than one of her
Majesty’s ‘trusty and beloved’ officers, as it says on my Commissioning Parchment .
At this I was blissfully unconcerned, after all, who was going to see me out here? It
wasn’t a fashion show anyway, so I sauntered over to the CP in the hope of a brew.
Minutes later as I walked over in that direction, the CO with the RSM stood next to
him, called me over. The RSM on seeing me produced the widest of evil RSM grins
that I have ever witnessed and I remember thinking that that this didn’t bode well and
hoped that this wasn’t a one-way ticket to “33”.
“Ah! Derek,” said Paddy, “Nice haircut. Now get your kit packed. You and the 2IC
are going home for a few days on a flight leaving tonight.”
I was stunned at this good fortune, but had to ask the reason why.
“Shitty job for you both I’m afraid. You’re going to brief the families at each of your
units and also the Brigade Commanders in the respective Brigade HQs. If you think
I’m going to have the wives club give me grief, you’re mistaken, so you and Major
Newell can take that flak. Now bugger off and get ready, transport is waiting for
you.”
The weather in UK was grim, with snow creating the usual havoc on the roads, rail
and in the air and I was certain that we would be diverted, spending hours in RAF air
stations waiting for clearance. Never-the-less, I quickly got the message round to
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the lads from “19” that I was on my way back and to give me letters to take. I also
got a message to the unit in Colchester that I would be bringing an empty rucksack
and would return to theatre with small gifts. I emphasised small.
It had to be ‘snaked’. The journey in a Hercules C130 was uncomfortable and loud,
but at the end I would see my wife and son. The weather played its part, for we
landed at a snow swept Brize Norton that had only just cleared the runway for the
second time that day, but the journey from Oxfordshire to Essex seemed to take an
age and I felt sorry for the 2IC who had to fight his way further to North Yorkshire.
Seeing my family for the first time in months was emotional, but I still had work to do
which included a winter trip to Wimbish in the north of Essex to brief the CO of the
9/12th Lancers and the wives of the Regimental Band that was attached to us in the
desert. That was one day taken up, again due to inclement weather. Next I had to
brief our own wives club, which alerted me to inaccurate newspaper articles and
BBC reporting. Nothing new there.
The ladies were very angry that the Field Hospital personnel were getting £125 per
day in allowances and that their menfolk were not. Thankfully, my trip to Bahrain
had unwittingly provided me with evidence that this was not the case. I like to think
that my explanation ameliorated the anger as I pointed out that only one of the units
i.e., the one in Bahrain was getting that allowance and the reasons why. I added that
it would be terminated very soon, without revealing that they were being dragged into
the desert like the rest of us urchins in the next day or two. At the end of the talk
with more tea and cake, the ladies were delighted to place their Christmas gifts into
my rucksack which had very little space by the end of the meeting.
The next day, I had an early appointment with Commander 19 Brigade, Brigadier
Farrar-Hockley MC, known as ‘Farrar-the-Para’ to those under his command. It was
a lengthy chat, much longer than I had expected and his questions were quite
penetrating. I answered candidly citing that egos had played a detrimental part in
the Field Hospital build and that our unit “19” was glad to be out of and it deeper into
the desert.
The next day, in foul weather, I made my way to the car that had been sent to my
quarter to take me to Brize Norton and with a heavy heart I kissed both my wife and
son leaving an equally sad couple on a chilly doorstep in Colchester. The journey
from there to Al Jubail was as long as it was depressing as both Bob Newell and I,
lost in our thoughts, and endured once again the tender care of the RAF.
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The Chefs – Big Bertha, Banter, Puffing Billies and Compo
It is said that Logistics are the “sinews of war” and an integral part of the logistic
chain are the chefs and their provision of food. You can have thousands of tons of
munitions and other combat supplies, but if the troops are going hungry, those
weapons will not be fought effectively.
In our logistical case, the small team of chefs were as important as the field surgical
teams. Headed up by “24s” Master Chef SSgt Nick Francis with Sgt George Ward, a
SNCO Chef from ‘19’ and a few Chef JNCOs and Soldiers, this cheery cohort
provided good, nourishing, hearty meals, which were a bit difficult to digest at 40oC
at first, but as the weather turned colder and wet, it became their normal
environment in the field i.e. trying to feed troops in the pissing wet just like they did in
German woods, Salisbury Plain, Otterburn etc. They were utterly dedicated to their
traditionally unsung task.
Composite Rations (Compo) came in 8 Menus (A to F) and with a bit of chef
imagination, and the occasional drop of fresh vegetables (rare) and bread, they
could create a gastronomic delight without resorting to stew every day. Piggy
Driscoll helped by relieving the US Army of a considerable amount of cake mix
(a 4 tonner load to be exact) which allowed buns and pastries to be made. And all
this was completed with a single cook’s trailer which the Master Chef called, ‘Big
Bertha’.

Big Berth’s Twin Sister – in European Climes

It is probably unwise to speculate on the origin of nickname, but I think it possibly refers to Big
Bertha, a type of 420-mm (16.5-inch) howitzer that was first used by the German army to
bombard Belgian and French forts during WW1 and nicknamed “Big Bertha” by German
soldiers, after one of its projectiles completely destroyed Fort Loncin during the siege of Liege
in Belgium. Big ‘Berthas’ were the largest, most-powerful mobile artillery pieces in use by any
army during that period and could fire projectiles weighing up to 1,785 pounds (810 kg) to a
distance of almost six miles (9 km). The most widely used type of shell was equipped with a
delayed- action fuse that exploded after having penetrated up to 40 feet (12 metres) of
concrete and earth.
In terms of lethality our Bertha was insignificant. However, when in full flight with all
burners on a high setting she would shriek, rattle, whistle and hum in the searing
heat, emitting an eerie cacophony like a steam train coming off the rails. This would
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convince any visitors or the more cautious of the troops that Big Bertha was about to
explode, catching them in the blast, their wounds laced with volcanic shards of
menus A to F (dependant on day of the week).
But the Master Chef would loudly allay those fears as he stood at the serving tables
by lifting his slice or serving spoon and, with a theatrical flourish would turn to face
the back of the tent and loudly address the whistling appliance, “Oh sing to me
Bertha, sing to me darlin’ for you are my hearts delight!” He would then continue to
serve food whilst Bertha went up an octave and threatened the hungry hoard. As
this scenario continued day after day, we got used to it, but the occasional troop of
US Soldiers found it just a bit unnerving and timorously took a seat as far away from
Bertha’s protestations as they could.
Interestingly, as the Op dragged on, more and more US personnel would drop by for
a meal and when questioned, they were quite honest about it, “We like your chow,
man!” they enthused, to which one of the two chefs known as the Yackety-Yack
twins told them to fuck off because they didn’t have chow mein on today or any other
day. The banter from the chefs was relentless in a daft military who-gives-a shitsort-of-way. Their good nature, hard graft, ever-present dry humour and catering
capability was, in my view, a remarkable accomplishment.
But if Bertha was loud, she was benign, yet there was another field kitchen
appliance that was sleek and useful, but had a nasty side. And we had dozens of
them. First used by the US Army in Vietnam, the M67 water heater was the answer
to a maiden’s prayer in the provision of hot water in the field. Twenty years later a job
lot was purchased from the Americans by an unwitting British loggie, oblivious to the
common knowledge that it was a frighteningly temperamental piece of kit, actually
bordering on deadly.

A Puffing Billy (aka Chuffer Burner) - Comfort and surprises guaranteed. Below: The business end.
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I had used them in Australia and was well practiced in avoiding the vicinity of one
being started up. Imagine a very large petrol fuelled immersion heater which is
placed in a thirty gallon galvanised dustbin of water. Drip petrol into the chamber,
then light the Petrol as it drips down allowing a small flame to form in the hollow
circular cast iron bottom. However, in order to see that the flames were ‘taken’, the
operator’s face had to be directly above the chamber, a face which would
occasionally receive the spontaneous full blast of air-induced combustion,
accompanied by a mighty bang that quite possibly alerted the Iraqis for ‘incoming’.
Such incidents left the unfortunate soldier as a stunned, face blackened spectre
similar to the Wylie E Coyote cartoon character, complete with spent match still in
his singed fingers before furiously jumping up and down in anger. All oaths emitted
were received with muffled sniggers as the lads, stirring from their sleeping bags
and knowing what had happened, would emerge to see the poor soul with a black
face, white teeth, no eyebrows or moustache, cursing through blistered lips as his
mates mercilessly took photographs and showed little sympathy. Good medics all.
Private Nigel Birtle was one of the chefs that regularly got blown up when on early
shift. This was due to the lads over-filling the American burners with fuel during the
night, apparently in retaliation by the fatigue guys who had the rotational task of
washing up detail in the kitchen. Chef Birtle has been wrongly accused, it seems, of
consistently burning the bottom of the large pans called ‘Dixies’, which became a
bitch to clean as solidified burnt stew residue would resist all cleaning agents. Birtle
has probably got the smoothest complexion in British dermatological history and
hasn’t shaved for 30 years.
Never-the-less, once the ‘Puffing Billy’, as it was known by the yanks due to its
chimney emitting black smoke in a regular, if less clamourous way than Big Bertha,
could make a thirty gallon dustbin full of cold water hot enough for domestic use and
often boiling it in under 20 minutes, just enough time for the unfortunate operator to
get his face seen to in the Dressing Station. The British name for these weapons of
facial ruin was, ‘Chuffer Burners’ or more dramatically, “Those fucking-chuffingpuffing-pieces-of-yank shit!” Probably through blistered lips. Hot water clearly came
at a price.

Field Sanitation - Desert Roses and Desert Sniffers
Toilet humour is never very far from the top of the list of top ten subjects of soldierly
discourse, but this time it was a serious matter. For without the modern sanitation
that we had all abused in Al Jubail Camp 4, disease could take hold and incapacitate
a complete unit in a day or two. The CO had already lost weight due to his last
emetic episode and history told us that in wars of the past, disease had killed more
healthy soldiers than bombs and bullets. So that loyal band of Environmental Health
Technicians (EHTs), known as ‘Drain Sniffers’ or ‘Drainies’ got to play with the train
set, not that they did any of the digging and grunting of course, they advised the
units and the lads got to grips with what they ordered to be done.
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With the help of a couple of sappers with a digger, and a truck full of hard core rock,
the lads constructed a series of field urinals by inserting a plastic drain pipe through
the sand to connect with the hard core below which acted as a soak-way. The five or
six-bank drain pipe structure was then hidden from view by sheets of sand coloured
hessian. Such a design wasn’t new as it was first used in North Africa in World War
2 where the name, ‘Desert Rose’ was coined.
As a finishing touch with the 1980s version, however, there was an added piece
available kit to assist the soldier to direct his urinary jet down the drain pipe, which
could occasionally be difficult, especially for persons short in stature (like me and the
CO), or when it was windy and it was certainly tricky at night with white light banned.
Back in Europe it was quite easy to construct such a facility. One simply dug a
shallow trench, surrounded it with hessian and the troops would be quite happy to
use it. The ‘Drainies’ obviously knew their customer well because they would always
recommend that small stones or old ration tins were placed in the centre line of the
trench because Tommy could never resist directing fire at that particular target. The
system was generally a successful if pungent addition to field life.
However, a desert facility required a more technical method, so a quantity of plastic
bedpan urinals were taken from the DS and the flat base sliced off. The neck fitted
perfectly into the drain pipe and the missing base became a wider urinal preventing
splash back and wet desert boots. Genius, and so was the soldier who re-named
the famous war-time Desert Rose to, ‘Piss ‘o’ Phone’ which signalled that products
of the urinary tract had been taken care of, at least for the males.
The LCpl Drainie who designed it got himself ‘Snaked’ for his trouble and seventeen
years later, whilst staring at a computer screen at HQ LAND, a youthful looking
RAMC Major walking by turned on his heel came into the office and introduced
himself. He went on to inform me that he was that JNCO on Op GRANBY and I was
gratified to find that my ‘Snake’ had long since been framed and enjoyed pride of
place in his home. Appropriately, in the toilet.
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The end product from 200 or so digestive systems that had been individually fortified
with healthy dollops of the chefs compo delights, however, required a far more
practical, if manpower intensive disposal system and required a much larger and
robust series of receptacles.
Deep Trench Latrines (DTLs) were quite a simple structure to build in Germany or
Salisbury Plain etc., where a very deep trench could be dug without engineer
support. The trench was then covered with wooden bench called a ‘thunder box’ for
obvious reasons. Complete with a series of large holes with hinged lids placed in a
line over the trench, Thunder boxes were regularly cleaned, lovingly sand papered to
avoid splinters and suitably surrounded by hessian. Thus the soldier could sit in
comfort and, perhaps, have a natter if tactically sound.
At the end of an exercise the truly reeking trench would be filled in and a yellow
triangle would be staked into the mound marked with the chilling words, ‘Foul
Ground - No Digging’. Training Areas in Germany and other parts of the world may
have many hundreds of such deposits of effluvia that continue to be a bio hazard to
this day, though some were discovered quite soon after a unit vacated the position
due to unit jokers nicking the signs as they left.
The Porta-Loo has since made life cleaner for the user, more environmentally
friendly and safer because at night, a DTL is not the place to blunder into, an
example of which shall be revealed later in the campaign when the colder weather
closed in, for I had an incident on the way to such a latrine in the dead of night which
caused great mirth in the Command Post (CP) and, in order to retain my desert rat
‘cred’, resulted in a ‘Snake’ to myself.
The desert floor below the sand, however, was unyielding, so the Drainies got the
sappers to weld metal handles onto cut-down oil drums, then had the unit place such
open drums under the thunder-boxes for collection when full. The rule, at least for
the males, was visit to the Desert Rose first, in order to keep fluid deposited into the
thunder-oil-drums to a minimum. It was ignored.
Imagine being caught short whilst under a raised NBC risk. A lengthy dash to the
Desert Rose would entail; placing your rifle out of harm’ s way, struggle to unlace
NBC Over trousers from under the smock, undo combat trousers, use Piss ‘o’
Phone and then reverse the process, to do it all over gain some 20 yards away in
the latrines. The officer who wrote that order probably knew that it would be soundly
ignored, but continued to write it anyway. Odd.
The Desert Roses were relocated every so often and it was an easy enough task,
but how do you get rid of the daily production of compo induced bodily waste from
over two hundred people. Where does it go? How is it transported?
The answers are that it literally goes into the air and was transported by the daily
fatigue and rubbish party who had the unenviable, but at least rotational task of lifting
out the heavy half-oil drums. In pairs, such heroic desert rats lugged each of the
slopping, noisome containers out into the desert and then poured a quantity of diesel
and petrol into the contents. The foul brew, due to the understandably perilous
journey from latrine to a safe distance, was often still lazily lapping up to the sides,
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never-the-less it was hurriedly ignited. Perhaps a dozen or more of these drums of
delight would be burned daily.
CMT Pte Dowle from “19” remembers getting carried away with this extremely
unpleasant task, “On being tasked with shit and rubbish burning duties, I couldn’t
remember the quantities or ratio of the two fuels which were diesel and petrol. So I
simply ‘winged it’ and poured 20 litres of petrol and 5 of diesel into the crap filled
drum which had just enough room to cope with another 30 litres. On reflection, I did
think that it was perhaps a tad too much that I splashed into that stinking pile, I was
very generous with it to be honest, and I was right to be a bit cautious because I
thought it too dangerous to light whilst being stooped so close to the vessel of
delight. Then, another of my superb CMT ideas struck me. I poured a trail of petrol
in the sand which led me to safe distance and with a trembling hand I applied the
match.
Whoooomph ! The ignition was instant, but surprise gave way to astonishment as a
huge fireball and massive black cloud of turd-laden smoke erupted into the sky,
possibly visible in both Iraq and Kuwait. For that escapade I was rewarded with a
one way chat with RSM Woods and massive load of extra duties.”

Pictured: A soldier operating a Mk1 Turd Vaporising Unit (TVU). (Correctly fuelled).

A watercolour painting which I completed after our return, showed the unit in this
expanse of desert with a Chinook helicopter coming into the LZ and dark smoke
plumes in the distance clawing and swirling in the still air. Viewers would appreciate
it to the full and say that I got the oil well fires left by the retreating Iraqis just right.
The truth was that it wasn’t oil that was burning, but a large quantity of unit produced
bio hazard being vaporised and sent into the atmosphere.
To most field medics, sanitation in such circumstances was a normal facet of military
life in the field at the time, but some of the clinical staff had opinions of it ranging
from utterly disgusting and, surprisingly, somewhat interesting. Nursing Officer
Stephen Gac engaged in conversation one evening opined that it was an interesting
social activity worthy of consideration and that he could possibly write a sociology
paper on it. It would cover, he thought, subjects discussed by personnel of all ranks
whilst ‘sat’ with company, length of stay per visit despite the stench, frequency of
visit, own bog paper e.g. wet-wipes, or issued stuff from the Compo rations and
even the methodology of wiping one’s posterior post evacuation with left hand or
right, front to back or the reverse. At this, many of the staff in earshot looked on,
incredulous that an educated medical professional could countenance such an idea.
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Student of Latrine Sociology Major Steve Gac Credit: Saunders

I reminded them that he was commissioned from the ranks where such
conversations regularly take place usually at the NAAFI bar, but the dinner table for
such in-depth conversation was not altogether out-of-bounds, as Pte Jason Dowle
remembers, “It was always nice to sit having a chat with the Padre or whoever
happened to come into the crapper for the same reason. We would sit and discuss
subjects usually about home or how the war was going, all whilst squeezing out a
morning stool”.
Water of course was always going to be a strategic asset in the desert. Quite how
the original Desert Rats managed with just two pints per day is a mystery to me, but I
do not remember ever going short of the stuff. Indeed, the two Saudi desalination
plants on the coast were protected by a US Army Battery of Patriot ground to air
missiles, such was the importance of the asset.
Heating water was relatively easy, if somewhat hazardous with the Puffing Billies
and it wasn’t long before crude field showers were erected and the Billies brought
into use. Made out of timber and plywood, the showers were simple affairs operated
by a hung bucket of water with a shower rose at the base. It worked up to a point,
but as the weather turned colder, users found it less comforting and more refreshing.
Moreover, there were not enough banks of showers causing queues to form. For
those that simply relied on the strip-wash, a 20 litre Plastic Jerry Can of water, left in
the sun all day would be really quite hot by the evening, but a shower was always
quite a treat.
Enter Piggy Driscoll who used a crane on his truck to ‘acquire’ a US Army shower
bank in the middle of the night. He then drove further through the night to Al Jubail
port and bartered with the Sappers for another two shower banks. This was all well
and good, but it was still getting cooler and once again Piggy put his mind to it.
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By releasing the large plastic tanks from the Water Carriage Trailers, he was able to
lift them onto the roof of the shower banks, again with the aid of the crane on his
truck. They were filled with water regularly by the fatigue detail lugging up to 680
litres per pack in 20 litre containers. To heat this black plastic reservoir, a Puffing
Billy was inserted into the pack in the late afternoon to heat up water for an evening
shower. Hot water showers do improve morale, though I should think our Desert
Rat forefathers would have thought us a bit soft.

Water Carriage Pack on Land Rover Trailer

The system did, however, have the occasional mishap as unit pyromaniac and CMT
Private Dowle remembers, “I was sat on top of a 4 ton truck adjacent to a shower
bank reading a book one late afternoon because someone decided it was a vital task
to keep an eye on the Puffing Billies in order that people could have one of the
following: A boiling hot shower that would strip skin off, or the usual tepid or freezing
shower which was generally the fault of the individual perched on top of the truck
failing to pay attention to the Billy placed within the water tank.
Anyway, being engrossed in my book, I failed to notice the Puffing Billy had indeed
gone out. Obviously fuel had pooled in the ring at the base of the heater, so being a
clever CMT I just dropped a match inside whilst tentatively looking down it to make
sure it reignited. Booooom! I had an unintended freefall jump from the top of the
shower unit hitting the ground with singed eye-brows, black face and the stink of
charred hair around me.“
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CMT Pte Dowle (L) and Pte Adrian Childs (R) on water replen of the shower.

This was Dowle’s second near death experience caused by the ignition of fuel, but
he actually survived and retired from the Army as a WO1 (RSM) possibly he took
some form of delight in getting others to light such burners, which are still in use
today.
Laundry was difficult, but in the early days in the desert location, a quick douse in
tepid water with a bit of soap powder would suffice, as drying clothes by hanging
them on a camouflage net took little time, though garments did become somewhat
gritty if a wind got up. Most were quite happy to rinse out smalls in this way,
however, there was a need for a laundry and the Divisional loggies organised such a
contract in Al Jubail, with a supposed turn-around time of 3 days.

Dental Officer Paul Hood (L) and the author washing their ‘smalls’ Credit: Saunders

Suspicious of the claim, most of the lads refused to use it because they had a
strange wish to get their washing load back complete and thought 3 days was
unachievable. They were right of course because the contract failed spectacularly
on the first day of the allied air offensive due to the local laundry workers
disappearing at flip-flop speed into the desert never to return. Being an honest
bunch, however, they left a brigade’s worth of dirty clothing in a massive pile in the
yard of the business premises.
A signal came through saying that units could bid for transport to take groups of 6
personnel to drive to Al Jubail in order to claim and retrieve kit on behalf of the unit,
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but the thought of a half dozen lads ferreting around a mountain of filthy, sweaty kit,
looking for their own laundry as well as other personnel back at their location some
350 Km distant, did not seem like a jolly jaunt and the idea was rejected by all.
“Anybody wants my skids, they’re welcome to ‘em” was the gist of the replies for
volunteers to go.

Off Duty – Desert
There really isn’t much to do in the expanse of a desert and this is particularly true at
night, but one hobby became quite popular at least until the novelty wore off.
Tactically, the unit light discipline was exemplary. Without any form of light pollution,
the canopy of stars in that vast sky became a wonder, especially if there was no
moon. Like sparkling jewels on a black velvet cloth, the heavens would be alight with
a myriad of diamond like pin-points and the lads would simply squat or lie on their
back in the sand gazing up at the natural light show and wonder quietly at the
immense solar system. It became one of the best training aids for navigation that I
had ever used. So, within a few nights some of the unit, still in awe of the nightly
show became quite adept at identifying the constellations. Conversely, with a full
bright moon on a cloudless night, the scene before us took on a monochrome quality
which enabled night volley ball matches to be played. At this time the temperatures
were also slightly cooler, but not much.
When not star gazing, reading became an important past time with books changing
hands every day. Occasionally, local newspapers would arrive to be passed on to
those from their locality and national papers would be seized upon for news of our
own efforts in this wasteland. Haphazard news dissemination called for a
strengthening of the information flow and so was born a forces newspaper. Called
the ‘The Sandy Times’ which was presumably with a nod to the broadsheet back
home, The Sunday Times. This desert version was appropriately delivered on a
Sunday. Eventually the editors grew a pair and started to insert The Daily Snake
cartoon, but no royalties were to appear, ever.
The large cook-house tent was given over in the evenings as a communal space
where cards, games and general chit-chat took place. Beer was available, but being
in Saudi, the 330ml cans of Heineken were alcohol free and largely ignored. Tea
and Coffee was in constant demand and was plentiful, though specific brands were
sent out by families to make a change from the NAAFI or Ration pack variety.
Cpl Ron Walker, a handsome black guy would occasionally demonstrate his
amazing singing talent, even without musical accompaniment. Those evenings
would echo to a chorus of cheers and clapping as he sang some great songs of the
decade, mostly ballads from Lionel Ritchie or Michael Jackson and similar acts. He
was in great demand, but wisely rationed his appearances despite being
occasionally, and unfairly, accused of being a bit of a diva.
The main past-time, however, could never have reached No1 in the totally-boredwhat-can-I-do-next charts, had it not been for the Forces Postal Service, a TriService organisation based at Mill Hill in London. These guys and girls, mostly
Royal Engineers and WRAC (now all RLC cap-badged) were of great importance to
morale.
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The free Air Mail letters, known as Blueys due to their pale blue in colour were at first
a novelty, yet became a continual source of morale and amusement with a mail drop
happening almost every day. A Bluey took around 24-48 hours to reach UK and the
same to theatre. But in truth at this stage of the Op, there was really very little to
write about. Parcels took a few days, but it wasn’t unusual to get a Bluey from family
saying that a parcel had been posted and to expect it in 4 or 5 days to arrive with
said parcel.
Evening would find most personnel dashing off a Bluey or two before getting their
head down. On-duty personnel during quiet periods would compose couplets worthy
of the Bard, testing them on a mate before licking the gummed sides and writing the
address. Such sonnets heard in the dining tent ranged from the risible to the vulgar.
One potential poet laureate asked his mate if the he should really use the following
as a loving end to a scribbled Bluey:
And darling, as is my fashion, I truly beg your pardon,
But the wonky writing is due to a raging hard-on.
Kipling would have been proud, though his mate was less than optimistic about the
message undying love. “Subtle as an air-raid”, he sniffed, “She’ll be shagging your
best mate the evening after receiving that.”
I was writing a Bluey myself when that romantic gem was tested on a very limited
audience, i.e. two of his mates, but I poised for a moment as a thought geminated
about the future of such romantically penned accomplishments. I imagined in some
50 or 60 years’ time a young girl would appear on the Antiques Road Show and
explain to the military expert that the 10 Man Compo box (Menu A) that she was
holding, contained all the letters written by her Great Grandad who was a medic in
the first Gulf War. Sadly, I will be dead. But if alive, I’d probably expire from
laughing.
Nothing extra could be inserted into the Blueys, though some tried, and the issue of
an urgent signal shows just how daft bored soldiers can get. The Posties threatened
a cessation of Blueys for a significant period if personnel continued to sprinkle sand
into them to send home. Goodness knows why they did this, but the sand had
leaked into the sorting machines and had done a fair amount of damage. No further
Signal was required. Mail was so important in those pre-mobile ‘phone, text and email days that any disruption, especially later on in the campaign, did have an effect
on morale.
The Americans, in contrast, were useless at mail distribution. The mightiest nation in
the world simply could not compete with our excellent functioning military mail
system. In mid-December I had reason to attend a US Divisional briefing at a flyblown piece of desert about two hours way and as I had arrived early, took my place
in the very large briefing tent which was slowly beginning to fill.
Having fifteen minutes or so to spare, I fumbled into my map pocket and began to
open a few Blueys that had been handed to me before leaving the unit. At this, a US
Army Captain who was sat next to me remarked in surprise, “You got mail?”
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“Yes”, I replied, “We get post quite regularly.”
“Jeez man,” he sighed, “We ain’t had mail-call since the day before Thanksgiving
(Third Thursday in November) ‘cos the ass-hole of a Commander says nothin’ goes
up that Main Supply Route (MSR) ‘cept Ammo, Fuel and Food.”
“That’s a shame”, I replied, “news from home is as important as Combat Supplies
(CSups) and if the blokes are feeling unloved by the Command and the folks at
home can’t communicate, then they’re not going to fight well, are they?” It has
always been a hobby of mine to wind up yanks.
I gave him one of my sandwiches to cheer him up, which he gratefully accepted but
as the meeting was just about to start, he said he would eat it later on the way back
to his unit. I was still in wind-up mode, childish, I know, but it is so easy and I wasn’t
being kind. Biting into a Marmite butty by a yank is a sight to behold and my guess
is that his driver would think that the poor Captain had been poisoned.
Regular Comms from home, for me was one of the striking successes of the logistic
chain, though the efficiency did have a negative effect on my own morale as I fought
a protracted battle with the Inland Revenue for almost all of the tour. No amount of
explanation would do as they demanded evidence of my let property in Cheshire.
Some of the lads were also having problems with the local Community Charge or
Poll Tax which should have been reduced.
Personnel from Northern Ireland could expect a slight delay as Blueys would be
placed in a buff envelope by the posties, addressed and given a stamp with a
London postmark affixed. This, they maintained would be adequate security,
though it did lapse as my wife found out whilst in Northern Ireland over Christmas to
find that the BFPO stamp had been used for letter sent to my brother in law’s
address. The HQ claimed that it could never happen, so the Blueys were later
produced as evidence. This was to be my one and only criticism of the posties.
There were one or two personal radios that could receive the BBC World Service,
but for the most part, radios picked up the British Forces Broadcasting Service which
is a bit of a mixture of Radio 2 and Radio 4 with news and chat thrown in. The
presenters are professional broadcasters with experience in their art all over the
world. They would play relayed requests from home, gave various bits of
information, the weather (as if we needed to know) and the occasional phone- in for
good measure.
Adrian Cronauer of ‘Good Morning Vietnam’ fame played brilliantly by the late Robin
Williams, it wasn’t, but from an audience point of view it was a good and well
respected service. Unfortunately, the transmitter in Al Jubail wasn’t very powerful.
Whether by design or by fault, it is unclear, so when the unit left Al Jubail and
trundled off into the desert the signal faded until nothing but hiss came through on
the frequency. The only alternative was the American Forces Network (AFN), which
can only be described as dire.
In the US Forces, Radio Presenter is a Trade Group, so listeners would hear such
catchy sign-off lines as a cheery, “The is Air Force Master Sergeant Carl Wolonski
on the AMERICAN forces Network (note the accent on AMERICAN) wishing you a
safe and pleasant evening !”. There would follow a short ‘commercial’ on race
relations or opportunities for distance learning from the University of Upper Wolf’s
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Ear in Montana or some such educational facility. Shortly after, another presenter
would blast on to the radio as, say, Petty Officer Julie O’Rearden, who would assault
the lads with 90 minutes of Texan drawl and, yep, mostly country music.

The music in general, however, was varied and quite well received, but the
presenters went down in quality as the day wore on until, we on the Vampire Shift
would be treated, probably, to one of the worst four hours of broadcast garbage in
the world wide history of radio. It was so bad, it was good; for we took the piss
unmercifully until even we couldn’t stand it.
The broadcaster’s proper name and rank thankfully escapes me, but his delivery was
slow and monotonous, a soporific voice that reminded me of the snake in the cartoon
“The Jungle Book”. His music was invariably a dreary country and western song of
the variety which goes something like, “ ............ Weeeeeeeell, ma wife just gone left
me, with five hungry kids, and ma dawg just died, ain’t got no money, but ah still
keep truckin’ on….”
If this wasn’t enough, he would often cease with the music and announce proudly
that the station would now broadcast a certain Baseball / Football game for next few
hours. As if this wasn’t depressing enough, think of the US servicemen and women
out there in the gloom who would be dispirited further as the end of the game
resulted in their team losing. But never mind, here was Tammy Wynette in full vocal,
‘standing by her man.’
I was convinced that Mogadon Mick, as he became known, may have been the
cause of many a self-inflicted injury as some US Soldier out there in the desert
darkness reached for his M16 in desperation for the nocturnal torture to cease.
But spare a thought for the personnel of “32” whose CO decided that a garden would
be nice, and had one made. Seeds sent from the UK were planted and any off duty
personnel were encouraged to make sure that it was watered and tended. Soldiers
are not, as a rule, natural gardeners and one can only imagine the sort of watering
this hanging garden of Babylon got during the night. It would have been worth the
gopping taste of 5 or 6 cans of Alcohol-Free Heineken just to produce enough to
sprinkle on his Petunias. TV Gardener Monty Don would be apoplectic.

The Not So Silent Night
Christmas away from home is difficult for all, particularly those whose professions
require them to be on duty and far away from home. I was used to it as I had been
on Ops in Northern Ireland over the festive period before, but that was when I was
single, so I felt a bit despondent just like the young lads on their first Christmas
duty on Ops. This Op was so very different and, as always in this situation, the
lads simply get on with it but some remained a little subdued if left alone. Indeed,
our tent was quiet that Christmas Eve, most of us lost in our own thoughts,
reading, or writing letters home.
Outside it was quiet too, only the guard shuffling about the berms and dunes in the
blackness. Gradually, the unmistakable sound of a Chieftain tank could be heard in
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the distance at which I dashed to the CP thinking that a Battle Group was on the
move and that some action was going on. The sound increased and it became
apparent that 68 tons of best Port Talbot steel was heading our way, but what for?
What was going on?
None could see the tank at first but I knew it was a chieftain, a tank that had been replaced by
the Challenger 1, but the Chieftain chassis was retained for the Royal Engineers armoured
bridge layer. That roaring engine to armoured soldiers was as distinguishable as, say, a Merlin
engine to a ‘plane spotter and it was coming nearer. However, faint voices could be heard
above the growl of the tank; many full throated renditions of popular Christmas carols. Still it got
nearer, then a short distance away, red and green torches were switched on to reveal a troop
of Sappers on top of an Engineer Chieftain Bridge Layer singing, ‘Ding Dong Merrily on High’ at
the top of their voices.
The vehicle commander, Captain Andy Bellingham RE was a big pal of Dental
Officer Paul Hood and had decided to pay a visit along with his troop who were
based a mile or two away, a decision that cheered us all up. He and his troop
jumped down and were invited to teas and cakes in the dining tent where upon they
locust like fell upon the goodies. It was just such a good idea to simply rock up in a
tank to wish us all a Happy Carol Singing Christmas.
A few years later I was on a course in Warminster with Andy Bellingham and I
reminded of that Christmas lark at which he revealed that he got an almighty
bollocking when they got back to their location, for wasting fuel. Some senior
Officers have very little sense of how small things like Andy’s impromptu jaunt to visit
neighbours, can vastly improve morale.
RSM Steve Woods recalls the following Christmas Day, “The unit celebrated
Christmas day with the Officers and SNCOs taking on all the duties and tradition of
‘Gunfire’, which is tea or coffee laced with rum and served to the lads as they lay in
their beds. Surprisingly, it was with real rum which the QM had managed to get hold
of.
Fresh Rations had been sent up and the chefs, with the aid of big Bertha, produced
a splendid feast which was served to the lads by the Officers and SNCOs before
they too sat down to eat their own food. It all went well and everyone had a great
time, but after the lunch, individuals were seen just wandering out of the tent to just
sit in the sand reading a Bluey or a book, myself included. But we all felt lucky to be
in the middle of the desert. Also, we found an expat working at an oil pumping
station a few miles away who allowed us to use the phone and several calls were
made back to the UK, thanks to his generosity.”
As all Officers took on soldier duties for the day, I got the job of Guard Commander,
which was an easy enough task, but Paul Hood drew a very short straw and along
with a few other officers he finished washing the pans and dixies at 2300hrs. Sleep
came easy for them after that.
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Christmas in the GAFA: L – R Sgt George Ward, Padre Sussex (in Panama Hat), A Christmas Tree, Master Chef
SSgt Nick Francis, RSM Steve Woods, and Bandmaster Light Infantry Dennis Burton

PHASE 4 – GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT IT
Time Running Out
Christmas over, the news from home became even more important as the UN
deadline for Saddam to remove his forces from Kuwait by 15 January drew near,
which meant that he had barely three weeks to shift half a million troops back to Iraq.
No move had been detected yet and it seemed that he was in it for the duration. His
defiance wasn’t surprising to us stuck out there, but two pieces of news early in the
first two days in January were quite an eye opener.
The first was that an MOD Laptop belonging to RAF Wg Cdr David Farquhar was
stolen on 17th December from an unattended car after he had attended a briefing to
the Prime Minister at MOD. On the way back to the RAF HQ at High Wycombe he
decided on a whim, with his driver, to check out a used car on the forecourt of a
garage in Acton, West London. To be fair, he did place the Laptop in a briefcase
which also contained some secret papers and £1,000 in cash from the unit imprest
account, and stowed the case in the locked boot of the car.
It would seem that an opportunist thief broke into the car, nicked the cash, disposed
of the secret papers and the brief case in local rubbish bins, which were all
recovered. But the laptop, which would have been of considerable monetary value
in 1991, he kept. Unfortunately, the hard disc had contained all of the US War
Plans and though the hapless Wg Cdr said that he had erased that detail, the cyber
boffins weren’t all convinced that all the information would have been taken from
deep in the laptop’s memory.
The Questions hanging over this incident boiled down to either an opportunist scrote
witnessing the case going into the boot and simply crow-barring it to get to the loot in
order to flog the stuff later, or was it an Iraqi sting? The story had a ‘D’ Notice
slapped on it as the media had got wind of it, but it was eventually released in Dublin
by the Irish Times which does not have to conform to British restrictions, on 2nd
January. This of course made the British look like complete prats and, if the Iraqis
had got hold of the info, what would our response be?
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It was a unit talking point that ebbed from: Going into battle now before it is too late
for Saddam to adapt, or to sit it out in order to see if their defence or offensive
posture changed to reflect their new found intelligence. All serious subjects, but
most of us liked to simply imagine the interview without hobnob for the Wg Cdr and
the punishment he would get. Piggy Driscoll simply questioned why he was carrying
a thousand quid from the unit imprest account AND visiting a second hand car
dealership.
It did serve, however, to show that carelessness with such IT equipment is a career
demolishing action. But in the event, it was assessed as simply a common theft by a
west London ne’er do well and most of us would have paid good money to witness
the freak-out moment as the Wg Cdr returned to the car.
The second bit of news was that we were to be visited by the new Conservative
Prime Minister, John Major. I had thought that to change Prime Ministers at this
crucial stage of the biggest UK Armed forces Op since Korea was quite possibly a bit
foolhardy, but apparently the world was fine with it. So John Major was inbound.
One could almost hear the groans from the lads when they found out because VeryVery Important People (VVIPs) who visit military locations involves a great deal of
work and bullshit. I remain convinced to this day that the Royal Family only ever
smell new paint when visiting any of the three services. We had no such paint, but it
didn’t stop the slight panic at the prospect of a VVIP visit. The VVIPs are not usually
the problem, it’s the VVIP hangers-on that cause the grief. In the end, as RSM
Woods, explains, “We got a new Prime Minister and we got to see him from afar as
he flew over us in a Gazelle Helicopter.” It didn’t stop me ‘snaking’ it though.
My own somewhat cynical view was that the new PM would be here on a gladhanding, “well done lads, we’re all proud of you and, oh, by-the-way, that current
debate in the House of Commons on the role of the UK Armed Forces under the
‘Options for Change’ programme will be very fair, and that you need not worry that
your careers will disappear once this job is over.” Apparently, he was well received
by all but me in HQ Cynicism and Snakes, tucked away in the nocturnal CP. But life
and the environment was about to change for all of us. Cpl Ian Turner was right to
call us the ‘Vampire Shift’.
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On the Move Again
As the build-up of forces continued, it became necessary to finesse the logistical
structure for the coalition and the job for the UK effort was given to an extremely able
and affable RAOC officer, Colonel Martin White. He quite rightly decided that both
the US and British forces needed closer logistic cooperation, though Cpl Piggy
Driscoll had proved to be well in front of the logistic hierarchy in that respect.
Colonel White quickly established his logistic panache and is remembered by his
love of the brilliant TV series, “Blackadder Goes Forth” an enthusiasm which was
cemented by allowing the unusual naming of the new and massive tented lines being
erected in Al Jubail to accommodate the thousands of troops arriving as BCRs
(including 3 Infantry Battalions to take on the expected rush of POWs).
Most lines or barracks are named after past battles or a connection to royalty, but
Colonel Martin ignored such conventions by allowing both camps to be named
‘Blackadder and Baldrick’ lines respectively.

Picture: CMTs on Guard at Blackadder Lines, Al Jubail: Anthony Pitman armed with a tent pole and Charlie Bevan
with 9mm SMG. A fine example of the superior firepower that the coalition could bring. Credit: Bevan

When the new logistic Brigades were formed in the following years, 101 Logistic
Brigade personnel wore a Black Adder as the Brigade Flash on their arm.

Black Adder Flash, aka ‘The Wiggly Sperm’.
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The strategic asset of the Main Supply Route (MSR), Route Dodge, was becoming
stretched as the fighting units began to position themselves further to the north.
Thus the build-up of British Forces to Division strength with the arrival of 4 Armoured
Brigade from Germany that November, the logistic tail from Al Jubail was too long
and a redistribution of assets was required. So it wasn’t long before “24” was put on
a short NTM.
By this time, the DS was fully manned and kitted out and I found that my presence
within it was not really necessary. Of course I was a medic before commissioning
and had even managed a triage bay for a while on this Op, but there were plenty of
other medic JNCOs and SNCOs who could take my place. Moreover, the clinical
staff were content with their roles in departments and the lads were being managed
extremely well by SSgt Jarv O’Brien.

24 (Airmob) Fd Amb Dressing Station – The ‘business’ end. SSgt Jarv O’Brien (L) and two
clinicians Angus (?) and Nick Warwick. Credit: Saunders

My worry was that I would be deemed superfluous and sent back to Al Jubail to kick
my heels with “33”, a thought that filled me with dread because a good percentage of
the DS establishment was from “19” in Colchester and, theoretically at least, still
under my command. To leave them would be a quite a blow to me, and I like to
think that they too would feel let down. In addition, I felt sure that I would probably
‘lamp’ the Adjt of “33” down there in ‘slipper city’ as it became known.
I spoke privately to Paddy Magee and volunteered to fit into the CP on a shift adding
that we were also short of drivers and, in extremis, I could drive the CP 4 Tonner and
Generator for which I held a licence. Ian Guttridge, the MTO, with whom I shared a
tent, was really supportive on that basis as the lack of drivers was a constant worry
for him.
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I was no stranger to CP work, most SNCOs and WOs in Field Ambulances have
pulled stints in the CP before as have DE Junior Officers, but my pitch to the CO was
that I knew every aspect of Field Ambulances because I had grown up in them and I
was therefore better placed than the those junior officers to ease the strain in the
lightly manned CP. On top of that, I was a qualified radio operator and as a former
RQMS would be able to detect Loggie bullshit if it ever arose.
He bought it, but it came at a price. I was to be on permanent nights for the rest of
the tour. It sounds extremely dull and on occasions it was dreary, but since much of
the action, particularly in the air campaign, would be undertaken at night less than
three weeks after Christmas day, it became very interesting and often hectic. The
ground offensive was even more exciting.
The term ‘Command Post’ elicits a scene of intense activity in a large camouflaged
tent, building or bunker. With radios chattering, clerks scurrying to and from desks
manned by harassed officers as they interpret orders and seek to answer critical
questions or compose Reports and Returns (R2) to be passed down or up the chain
of command at set times in a 24 hour period. Importantly, maps would be kept up to
date with the usual military symbols in blue and red as the battle picture transformed.
Whilst there was a 12 x 24 foot tent beside the CP which housed the map boards
and other information, it was simply a briefing tent where the O Groups took place at
regular times of the day, or used to brief visitors. Sometimes the clinical staff used it
to give lectures or discussed clinical aspects of the Op.
The CP proper, however, was a small tent just nine feet square attached to the back
of a hard top Land Rover - Fitted For Radio (FFR) via specifically designed canvas
opening. The tent had one table, a small map board above it and a small
switchboard that ran to all the departments and the guard posts via a comms wire
called D10 (or Don10). Two canvas chairs and a couple of hard boxes full of
stationery and signal pads was the only other bit of furniture in that small space. The
one Paraffin stove heater became the most important piece of kit with its flat top
constantly heating a large metal kettle full of water.
Thus the three man team that comprised my shift learned to exist with the hiss of
radio static, the unsuspected wet and wind of the desert and the occasional Jerboa
seeking shelter and a treat of a bit of compo oatmeal biscuit. We did, however,
harbour a largely uncomfortable feeling that it would probably be us that would
cascade the word that the Operation had gone ‘kinetic’, to use the modern phrase,
just a few weeks later.
The cast for this drama were myself, Cpl Ian Turner as my clerk and a Scot, LCpl
‘Woody’ Wood as the radio operator. We ate a lot of sandwiches, brewed gallons of
tea and coffee and consumed thousands of biscuits sent out from home.
The Daily Snake from then on was entirely created at night as my intelligence cell,
still operational, would seek me out in the early evening and suggest that such a
person or department required ‘snaking’ due to some remark or mishap. The
photocopier situated in the briefing / clerk’s tent became a tactical asset which,
believe it or not, I managed to get serviced by a contractor from Al Jubail before we
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moved. Dust and Desert do not respect electronic components meant for domestic
use. Turner did wonders in acquiring slabs of A4 photo copy paper.
The NTM was gradually decreased allowing the unit to sequentially pack
unnecessary kit until, from the clinical component all that was available was
‘tailboard treatment’, which always coincided with the recce party departure. In this
case it was on 9th January and the rest of unit remained parked until called forward
to move in packets at a specific time.
Eventually and in poor weather, we ground out of that bit of desert bound for another
wasteland some 350Km NW, a move which was not without incident, as RSM Steve
Woods explains, “Things started to heat up and the unit was ordered to move further
to the north west. With my Recce party, I went forward and found a location just far
enough off the MSR Route Dodge where we harboured up and awaited the arrival of
the unit. The location was in the US Army’s Log Base Alpha, a vast open plain with
thousands of stockpiled pallets of kit stacked in specific areas. As is SOP, we visited
the local US unit advised them of our arrival, the expected time and the location, in
order to prevent any blue-on-blue encounters which the US Forces called
‘Fratricide’”.
Our warning didn’t actually work, which very nearly caused what we had intended to
avoid because a US Army HUMV equipped with a large calibre machine gun locked
on to us as we drove along causing us to take cover and hurl abuse in their direction.
Eventually we heard a loud, “Geez, I think that they’re Brits!” It was later followed by
a colourful exchange in Anglo Saxon, but thankfully it was an episode not to be
repeated in that location, by the yanks anyway.”
A Bluey to home reminds me that the weather turned truly foul that with a lowering of
the temperature, with even stronger winds and heavy rain. The journey, with
inevitable stops and starts, took hours and I had calculated that I had about 4 good
hours of sleep in 50. It was a grim trip for all, but worse for those who had to stand
up through the cupola roof of the 4 tonners, 9mm Sub Machine Guns (SMGs) at the
ready. Such a weapon was utterly useless.
The unit task on arrival was first to set ourselves up, then to assist 32 Field Hospital
with their build. The advance party of “32” personnel which in peace time was the
British Military Hospital (BMH) Hannover, were already preparing the site and had
started to erect much of their heavy tentage. Just a reminder, and to inform nonmilitary readers: It takes a 4 to 6 man lift to shift just one valise containing an 18 x
24 shelter off a truck and to the place it where required. Add to that the aluminium
poles, ropes and iron spikes in a second and third valise, which adds 2 – 3 more
personnel to the task. Multiply that evolution to replicate the plan of “33” in Al Jubail
and you will get some idea of the tonnage of canvas required for a 400 bedder.
The wind and heavy sheets of rain increased through the evening and the unit began
to worry about the stability of the metal ground spikes connected to the ropes and
my Bluey records that “32” had endured a pretty horrible day of it already. That
night the rain and wind increased further, ripping up a good percentage of their
canvas and sending it into the wild desert night. Hundreds of tons of wet canvas,
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metal and rope propelled by the howling wind and careering uncontrollably into the
dark is a dangerous incident but thankfully no injuries were incurred.
The incident, however, resulted in 107 male and female personnel, many of who
were TA or Reservists who had been called up, to arrive at our location and who
were cold, wet, tired and hungry, all those conditions that simply piss soldiers off.

Desert Rain complete with sunken water bowser – Credit: Mark Munro

But they didn’t need sympathy, they needed action which was robustly delivered by
their RSM (WO1) Jack Gardner, another old mate from ”253” in Belfast who with the
help of our guys got them into some shelter as we knew that we would move soon,
and that they would have to move with us. “Will we be able to get a bath where
we’re going?” asked plaintive voice in the gloom, to which the uncharitable reply
from one of our lads came, “No, but if you piss in that puddle over there, it will take
the chill off it,” which quite rightly earned him a harsh rebuke from one of our
SNCOs.
Our final move into the new location took place in the dead of night, due to the
Americans wanting to know all sorts of details about the unit, size, upon whose
orders and, with an inability to act upon their own volition, it took four hours to clear
us and thus, with no moon and in less than ideal conditions we were allowed to
proceed further into the wastes of Log Base Alpha, which also became known to us
Brits as the Forward Force Maintenance Area (FFMA).
Another Bluey confirms that at this point the tired and hungry lads had every
department up and running in three hours, which was an extremely slick bit of work
given the conditions, but at last the guard was placed leaving others to get their
heads down, including me, for I knew I would be on shift the next night.
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New Kids on the Block
The Americans were most impressed by our quiet move in and in the speed of our
construction, with one US Officer remarking that, “Gee! We hit the sack in the dark
and woke up to find you guys on our doorstep.” We took it as a compliment and
started to liaise properly with them by bringing them into our briefings as well as
running a D10 line to their HQ from our switch board which turned out to be a good
move on our part.
The FFMA was beyond imagination in terms of space and Ordnance Stores parked
there. According to Colonel White, it measured 10 x 7 square miles and by the end
of January would be home for munitions and other combat supplies placed in 200
ton stacks. 24,000 tons of ammo was moved into the base with 3 million litres of
fuel. This logistic effort would continue 24/7 until mid-February.
CSups were delivered constantly, making it quite a busy location as they were offloaded by tractors and forklifts. In the distance, though we could not see, we could
hear faint beeps of their reversing warning sounds as they reversed from the trucks
laden with combat supplies. This at first caused some heart tremors, as it was
mistaken for the alarms on our Nerve Agent Immobilizer Enzyme Alarm and Detector
(NAIAD) sensors causing brief scurries into NBC gear. But like the ticking of a clock
in a living room, the noise quickly became part of the 24/7 rhythm and wasn’t noticed
even in the quiet hours as the offloading operation continued which quickly allowed
the drivers to turn around and return to Al Jubail.
It was a gruelling drive for the loggies some 350 Km on that mind-numbing and
occasionally dangerous straight road back the way they came, with a stop for rest at
the one structure at the half way point on Route Dodge which became known as the
‘Happy Eater’ by the British. Even there were positioned US Army and our own
REME Forward Recovery Teams to fix vehicles that developed faults which would
otherwise keep them out of the constant convoys.
This then, was to be our latest and final location during the offensive phase of the Op
and the unit began to harden the site the following morning which was still quite
windy and cold, but dry. A troop of sappers came in and with their heavy plant
machinery, created a massive triangular berm, enclosing us within it with just two
points for entry and exit in a one-way circuit.
The sappers hardened some departments and the CP Land Rover and attached 9x9
tent was literally dug into a trench and after the digging was done, the comms cable
was laid by Sgt Lovatt, the Regimental Signals Instructor and his other Radio
Operators.
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Command Post Dug-in for protection – Credit: Saunders

Regimental Signals Instructor (RSI) Sgt Lovatt (L) Author (R) – Credit: Saunders

All this time, the political and diplomatic efforts were ramping up, but it would seem
to us that Saddam was hell bent on bringing us to conflict. He would later call it,
“The Mother of All Battles”. It would prove to be true, if short and a bit one-sided on
the coalition part.
The Battle Rhythm of a Field Ambulance quickly became established and I settled
down to a nocturnal life with Woody and Ian. O Groups would be held morning and
evening which I attended before and after my shift and then got my head down or
started work in the CP. Information came into the CP at night in dribs and drabs,
but there was always a conference call on the secure net at 2200hrs with a written
copy of the business discussed sent to the unit by around mid-morning the next day.
This wasn’t good enough for Paddy Magee who wanted the full picture ready for the
morning O Group and I was consequently tasked with taking down notes to be ready
for him as I came off shift. This simple task became a real test of memory and quick
handwriting for me.
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In the years before secure comms, such calls at Battle Group level at least, were on
an insecure net which meant that they could be intercepted by an enemy via Radio
Direction Finding (RDF) and could therefore vector in a mortar or artillery attack on
the signal. This made it essential for relatively quick exchanges couched in commsspeak and, where necessary, assisted by codes such as BATCO. Even then it was
a hard task to take all the information down in the log even with the Radio Op style of
short-hand. But with secure comms, various Commanders at all levels were now
able to drone on and on. A two hour conf call was unusual, but they usually lasted
40 to 60 minutes.
The key was to listen intently and anticipate what Paddy would want to know. For
instance, he would not be interested in the availability of Engineer Stores, but would
be very interested in water availability and Medical Stores or increase in disease.
During these periods I would sit in the cramped rear of Land Rover with Woody,
scribbling furiously whilst Cpl Turner ensured that we were not interrupted by casual
visitors to the CP and of course keep the brews going.
Once the Conf Call ended, the next few hours were taken up by me as I compiled a
hand written précis for Paddy and by the end of it my head was always spinning.
Armed with my neat, hand-written work, Paddy would commence the O Group,
occasionally referring to it, yet it seemed that there was always a gap of some sort
and he would question aspects of the whole Conf Call, which sometimes put me on
the spot, though I seldom had to say that I didn’t know.
It became a bit of a worry, until an idea formed in my head a day or two later whilst
making a voice tape to my wife using a small dictaphone that had been sent out. I
reasoned that if we could manufacture a lead from the secure radio to the tape, I
could switch it on when I needed to record subjects that I know Paddy would be
interested in and then transcribe quite accurately the information to paper.
I broached the wheeze to Woody that evening for we both knew that to record a
secret radio transmission was a dangerous precedent, but he agreed that it could be
done if the tape was wiped before coming off shift the next morning and that he
could make short notes in the radio log as the call droned on to show that were doing
it the correct way.
I brought Ian Turner into the conversation who agreed that the risk was small, but he
would continue to keep the CP out of bounds during the Conf Call in case someone
should blunder in and see the recorder. It was a good point, so the recorder was
always hidden on the seat between Woody and me. A lead was created easily and
from that night I was able to create the most informative and yet succinct précis ever
written by the vampire shift and Paddy, from that day, seldom asked for more
information.
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Brassing-up the Locals and False Alarms
A Bluey to home dated 9th January reports that the Americans killed three Bedouin
tribesmen in the night. These people are, of course, nomadic and are as part of the
desert as the camel. They have no boundaries and they simply blundered into
locations, especially if there was no moon. They were heard approaching, probably
smelled too, as the camel is a pungent beast. Shouted warnings were given in both
Arabic and English, but they continued to approach and the inevitable happened.
Other alerts sounded at this time, mostly because the NBC sensors would bleep or
because a threat had been detected by the Divisional Command and sent down by
radio, as RSM Steve Woods explains, “There followed several other alerts and after
one such occasion and after all the tests came back negative, I took two soldiers out
into the desert to carry out the dreaded ‘sniff test’ which is the last and final part of
the routine. This procedure had a 50% chance of being wrong (lethal) or right (safe).
The wrong result didn’t bear thinking about because in the past we had always taken
the mickey out of this part of the routine in training, for who would obey the order?
And who would have the guts to give the order to get a lung full lethal vapour or bugs?
But this time it was for real and the soldiers’ eyes were bulging with fear, though they
would probably say it was the heat. I could sense their hesitation, so I pointed out a
herd of camels behind them, still loping contentedly along their desert tracts. With
the sniff-test done, the all clear was sounded to a great cheer of relief.”

PHASE 5 - “HELLO ALL STATIONS: GUESS WHAT!!!”
The news by this time was quite pessimistic about the UN Resolution for Saddam to
comply and get out of Kuwait, consequently, changes were made to our posture.
Shifts were hardened, kit checked and checked again and we began to receive some
reinforcements in the shape of US Army Medics, mostly from the US National Guard.
In addition we received a few called up UK Reservists including two Environment
Health Technicians, one of which was clearly unhappy to find himself in that
situation, but soon settled down. I was pleased to see a few lads from 144 PFA.
The MSR was in constant use and thus the road traffic collisions increased and by
10th January three American and one UK truck had been taken out, but there were
many minor shunts as well. It would only be a matter of time before a fatality
occurred and it did, though the British officer killed was not in our sector. The local
drivers thought nothing of overtaking a huge convoy of heavy military trucks and tank
transporters in poor visibility and at night, even as on-coming traffic approached.
Our RCT drivers reported them is simply as, “Mental, boss, just effin’ mental.”
By 16th January we were on increased alert. The UN deadline had passed and the
overall opinion that this would end in a shooting match. The arrival of three
battalions of infantry to the Division in the past few days to man the Prisoner of War
cages seemed to reinforce that opinion. Certainly the O Group before I started the
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night shift was quiet and intense. I had a sense that it would ‘kick-off’ on my shift.
That evening I stood outside the CP, brew in my hand, surveying our unit and the
piece of desert that we occupied. It was still very cold and the earth was puddled
and wet, but I reflected that we were well trained, well supported, the lads had
moulded into a very good unit and, despite our conditions, morale was quite high.
We were well fed, had fairly comfortable if basic quarters and could occasionally
grab a shower, so we were in much better condition than the poor sods to the north
of the Kuwaiti border.
Reports coming in from the slow trickle of deserters revealed their shortage of food,
subsisting on one meal of rice per day. They were ill equipped for the cold and
fearing the worst. A few hours later, on 17th January, their worst fears would be
visited upon them from the air for at one minute past midnight GMT, (one minute
past three local time), the message came through that I thought in all my 19 years’
service, I would never have to cascade down to the unit departments, “NBC Medium,
Dress State 1. Deploy NAIADs. Start taking NAPS tablets”, I relayed via the
switchboard.
The air campaign had commenced. It sounds very tense, but in the CP we only had
one problem and that was comms with the dining tent where upon any alarm, off
duty shifts would muster. Movement outside is always kept to a minimum in NBC
conditions and we found that should we need someone from that location, there was
no means to contact them. It was a daft situation, an over-sight that was easily
rectified, but it seemed to take on an importance that far outweighed the situation,
and just had to be ‘snaked’. Now, with the message cascaded, I turned to Cpl
Turner,
“Where’s the log?” I asked reaching for my pen, to which he quietly replied,
“In the bottom of my trousers, Sir.”
Below – Cramped FFR
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Woody buzzed the local US unit to see how they were doing and relayed back to me
that they were in a bit of a panic. Their reporting system wasn’t as slick as ours and
thus they didn’t know the NBC threat or state. I told Woody to give them our state
and that they should comply with it. They were grateful, but it seems that they were
in a bit of an information void and kept coming through to us for all sorts of odd
reasons. I think was just for reassurance, so I told them to stay off the line and that
we would buzz them every hour, on the hour, to give them a SITREP - unless
something really important happened. Later that night, we heard that the trickle of
deserters was beginning to increase.
The Air war would last for ten days and would deliver munitions with deadly accuracy
and was supported by missiles from submarines and ships out in the Persian Gulf.
Runways were cratered, Command Centres taken out, bridges blown and positions
of the Republican Guard pounded.
Aircraft included US Air Force B52s bombers by day and night, quite often we could
see their contrails in the sky as they returned to the bases in UK and Germany after
dropping their load. Frequently we would hear massive explosions in the distance
which turned out to be fighter bombers breaking the sound barrier as they sped away
from a recently destroyed target. US Stealth bombers, known as ‘Ghosts’ by the
Iraqis, did precision work in bombing command centres and power stations along
with RAF Tornados armed with runway denial bombs, which kept the Iraqi Air Force
on the ground. All sorts of aircraft were involved in one of the most complex air
strikes ever devised.
Tankers for refuelling, AWACs delivering intelligence, US and British recce flights
with Jaguars and, later, bombing runs by Royal Navy Buccaneers pressed quickly
into service, all played their part in this complex air war and, it should not be
forgotten, the coordination included Saudi and other arab nations Air Forces which
all took part in wearing down the Iraqis day after day.
Saddam’s retaliation didn’t take long. My shift on 18th January is remembered well
because in an attempt to split the coalition, he launched Scud B rockets into Israel in
an effort to bring them into the fray in which, hitherto, they had stood to one side
knowing that any Israeli involvement would have instantly evaporated support from
the coalitions’ arab components.
There were no deaths but a few were wounded, never-the-less, I suspected that
there would be a flurry of diplomatic activity between Tel Aviv, Washington and
London and although I held the Israeli Defence Force in high esteem and knew that
they could bring in some awesome firepower, Saddam’s attempt failed because the
Israelis didn’t bite. However, we found out later that there was a squadron of their
F16As aloft in minutes but didn’t cross into Iraqi airspace.
That same night Scuds were also launched at targets in Saudi Arabia with one
landing in an Arab refugee camp, which would have made the Iraqi regime popular
to the population sheltering therein.
For us, life continued in a routine quite similar to that on Exercise. Shifts changed,
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food was eaten, stuff checked, stuff cleaned, admin sorted. It felt even more like a
late autumn exercise when it got colder and many of us had started to regret
parcelling up combat jackets and heavy clothing, sending it home via the FPO.
Consequently, hurried Blueys were dispatched asking for the return of such items.
I couldn’t write home because I knew that my wife was at that time spending time
with her family in Northern Ireland, but Piggy had acquired a few US Army parkas
and quilted combat jacket liners, two of the liners came my way with Cpl Turner
bagging a Parka.
The combat liners were very good, but without the over jacket they had limitations
especially if they got wet, yet they did keep the chill at bay and I mentioned it in a
Bluey to my mother. Three days later, a parcel arrived addressed to me in her
handwriting and, hoping that it would be goodies I tore it open after the O Group.
The old girl had gone up to my old bedroom and found an old combat jacket tucked
away in a wardrobe, whereupon the jacket was promptly wrapped up and taken to
the post office. I was very pleased to receive it, even if it did show corporal stripes.
The combat liners still give me sterling service under my Barbour when out shooting.

A Cold Night in the CP– Author (L) Cpl Turner in US Army Parka (R).

As the air campaign intensified, more Iraqi deserters found their way into British
hands and we were warned that some may be coming our way due to their poor
medical condition. At last we were going to do our bit and the DS waited in
anticipation.
“Eventually, a Chinook Helicopter approached”, relates CMT Brian Daniel who was
in the DS manning Triage Bay 1. “The DS got all excited - drips made ready, sterile
kits out, gloves on and stretchers run to the LZ only to find out the bloody pilot was
lost and wanted directions.”
Daft as it may seem, getting lost was not confined to SH Crews, land based RAF had
a hard time of it as we found one awfully cold wet night. A muffled voice came out
of the howling weather just outside the CP. “Coupla Crabs to see you, Sir”, said a
gravelly scouse voice and then tersely, “In there, watch the light trap.” In came a
couple of worried looking and tired RAF types, one a young Flight Lieutenant.
“Their faces were a picture of complete surprise, rapidly fading into disgust”,
remembers Ian Turner, “as they entered to the fuggy warmth of the CP to find you
with a lump of toast hanging out of your mouth, whilst concentrating on spreading
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jam onto a remaining slice with a swiss army knife, me making more toast using the
paraffin heater which had the lid taken off and the lump of bread skewered onto one
of Woody’s screw drivers soaking up the heat from the flame below, whilst Woody
was sat in the rear of the Land Rover slicing bits of processed cheese from a tin on
to cardboard plate with a bayonet.”
“Erm, we’re a bit lost,” said the officer, “can you help? We’re looking for TizWoz”
Our offers of a brew and toast were immediately rejected which isn’t surprising as
the slices of cheese we’re heavily marked with grubby finger prints from Woody. We
gave them a grid reference and directions for TisWoZ and off they went. TizWoz?
RAF slang for their Tactical Support Wing.
My own episode of geographical embarrassment came with a great deal of pain.
The Vampire shift had an alternate body clock to the rest of the unit and
consequently the need for the latrine always came in the night. One particular night
had no moon, the impenetrable dark made worse by thick cloud blotting out the
stars. To make things worse, that latrine was some 200 metres away, which is a bit
of a dash with all your kit and a very urgent personal need.
However, being a good map reading instructor and all round know-it-all, I had weeks
previously anticipated this and had taken a bearing with my compass in the day time
from the CP entrance to the latrines and had paced out the distance. It worked like a
dream, so further nocturnal dashes to the thunder box emporium were event free.
But whilst off shift and wrapped comfortably in the arms of Morpheus, things can
change and just one small change caused me to endure a week of hurt.
At about 0200, the call of nature arrived and it was an emergency one due to the
chef’s meal of last resort being chicken in brown sauce, which always seemed to
purge the parts that other stews couldn’t reach, and fast. Hurriedly, I snapped on my
webbing, donned my helmet, produced my compass and went forth into the dark,
eyes glued to the luminous needle of my compass safely guiding me to the vessels
of relief. Woody and Ian were left reading and dozing.
The CO, however, had that very day decided that he needed his own air raid trench
and had one excavated just outside his tent. Unfortunately the length of the trench
was exactly on the same bearing as the CP to the latrines and at about 170 paces I
fell into it, landing with a heavy thud in a few inches of icy cold water in what could
also be a grave. Fortunately I was wearing my helmet, and my webbing broke most
of the fall, but my right chest was in agony and I suspected a broken rib or two, in
addition my right knee was throbbing.
After a while and with great effort I managed to right myself and take stock of the
situation and painfully so, for by now the bowels were on emergency warning mode,
the need to get out of there was immediate. I managed it, but with considerable pain
and if the frantic dash to the latrines could have been seen it would be comedy gold
as I continued at a limping, bum-clenched trot hoping to any of the Gods that no
more trenches had been dug on the same bearing. All this was done with tear filled
eyes trying to follow a green dot on a compass held by a very shaky hand.
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I made it without further injury. Now all I had to do was rid myself of my webbing,
fumble with clips, buttons, belt and respirator sack etc which took more time and
increased the panic before getting on with the job. In my mind, I could hear the
rumours for the following day:
CO: CP Night Shift, anything to report?
Cpl Turner: No enemy action, but one casualty Sir, Lieutenant Saunders.
CO: Really? Serious?
Cpl Turner: Not really Sir, he fell into your personal air raid trench and shat himself.
I sat there in that cold, malodorous, latrine, fully relieved yet with my sodden combat
trousers still at my ankles, and with the icy desert wind whistling through the thunder
box I pondered why, if the CO was barely 5 foot tall, did he need a 6 foot deep trench?
I put it down to the unfortunate soldier ordered to dig the trench getting a bit of
vengeance in.
By now, at least 30 minutes had passed and a return trip on a reverse bearing was
required, but the trench would still be on that same reverse bearing, so I took it
steady and very briefly shone my red filtered torch when I thought I was getting near
to the CO’s death trap. It worked and a relieved officer (in more ways than one)
pushed himself painfully into the CP. I looked a mess and was probably a bit pale
with shock, but Ian and Woody immediately sprang to it by lifting fresh clothing from
my rucksack and got a brew together.
“Why the f*ck?” I asked in respiratory pain, “did you pair of gits not think that
something was amiss? I’ve been out there for yonks!”
“Just thought it was a tough one boss,” offered Woody, “that compo can really grip
you.” It was painful to laugh, but I began to see the funny side and my rib cage was
on fire when Turner asked if the medical report would have ‘enema action’
annotated. In the event, no ribs were broken, just bruising and there was some
discomfort for a few days. This definitely had to be snaked.
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The dark is a nasty beast, so when we were stood-to after a three massive
explosions in the vicinity, which turned out to be a US Patriot Battery launches
against incoming Scuds, the stand-down was called and personnel emerged from
their shelters to get back to their shift or bed. Unfortunately SSgt Andy Day the Chief
Clerk, became disorientated and in the gloom walked straight out of the triangle
unseen and therefore unchallenged by the guard which allowed him to blithely
saunter into the desert.
He was out there wondering in the dark for a considerable amount of time during
which the unit, noticing his absence searched frantically for him in the gloom.
Eventually, however, as the grey dawn allowed some resolution the tired SNCO
found his way back home to the jeers of his mates and the inevitable leg pulling. I
gave him the sobriquet ‘Magellan’ after the 16th Century Portuguese Navigator
Ferdinand Magellan. It stuck for a short while, but many didn’t ‘get it’ evidently, as
Woody asked, why did you give him a Jock name, Sir?”
Equipment failures are unavoidable but our REME detachment kept on top of things
and there was usually no delay in fixing vehicles because the availability of spares
was far superior to peace time soldiering. We did, however, have a lot of large trailer
mounted generators, constantly in use and in need of daily refuelling and checking.
It all went wrong one morning when a commotion near one of the DS Bays alerted
the CP. I was off shift asleep but the noise woke me up, so I looked outside to see
what was amiss and heard the scream of a large diesel engine at maximum
revolutions in the distance. A couple of REME fitters frantically trying to switch it off,
but the recently refuelled generator continued to screech and when flames began to
appear the two Craftsmen wisely dismounted to a safe distance.
They were met by Sgt Ritchie Campbell the REME boss, a top rugby player and all
round hard-man who berated them soundly. He then casually walked up to the
‘run-away genny’ and tried to disable it, but the revs only increased and it became a
real danger. Despite this, it was still generating 8KW of juice, so chucking water at it
was quite possibly suicidal.
The Stand-to was called, so the whole unit was able to gaze in fascination from their
trenches, as the genny screamed and produced black oily flames which increased,
as did the noise which by this time was screeching like a banshee. Many thought
was the last seconds to the final, explosive gasp of the machine. White smoke
appeared mixing with the black, “That’s the cylinder head gone,” said the MTO,
“won’t be long now.”
A few minutes later, as if on cue, the noise stopped abruptly and flames lapped
hungrily around the casing, which were swiftly extinguished by Sgt Campbell and
LCpl ‘Sniffer’ Glew.
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‘Flames? Wot Flames?’ REME surveying a ‘Run-Away’ 8/12KVA generator. Credit: Saunders

An equipment failure report was sent to the Division at which the Divisional Electrical
& Mechanical Engineer apportioned blame on the REME and demanded to see the
servicing documentation which incensed both the MTO and Sgt Campbell because
both knew that the servicing schedule had been adhered to. Still, it was worth a
‘snake’, which appeared the next day.
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Operational life dragged on. Piggy Driscoll remained at the wheel and also continued to
liberate the US Army logistic chain of spare ‘stuff’. He wondered into the CP one night in
search of a brew and revealed that business was bad as the yanks were getting short of
swappable kit themselves, but ever the prowling optimist, he thought something would turn up.
The next afternoon as I stepped outside my tent, a huge 6 wheel US Army truck
hove into view blaring a horn that would compete with an oil tanker and ground to
halt. Driscoll was at the wheel. “Not bad for a clapped out Land Rover and a box of
compo is it, Sir?” He called down from a great height and then drove off.
Sometimes you just didn’t know whether he was joking, I thought, as he drove in the
direction of the cook’s tent. It was there with a young black US Army loggie who
seemed to be in awe of Piggy, that they off loaded boxes of scone mix and other
American foodstuffs.
I never did ask what the swap was, but an example came the very next day as Piggy
presented the DS with an industrial size wet and dry vacuum cleaner complete with
US Army markings. “Apparently it was doing nothing” revealed Piggy, “so I swapped
it for a Paraffin heater”. Just whose heater he didn’t reveal, but I told Turner to go
and check that ours was still in the CP. I don’t believe that the DS ever used the Wet
and Dry cleaner.
It would seem at that time that most of the Army Medical Services were in Theatre.
“You can’t take a shit nowadays, without sitting down next to someone you kicked
about with as Tom,” remarked, student of latrine statistics and Nursing Officer, Steve
Gac.
Certainly old mates and Colleagues came out of the sand dunes frequently and I
was a bit peeved that they were being turned away from seeing me in the day time
just because I was off shift and asleep in my tent only 10 metres away from the CP.
I left word that it was OK for me to be wakened.
And so it happened that I was shaken from slumber one afternoon by a bolshie Irish
RAMC Major poking me to wakefulness with a blackthorn and giving me grief in a
broad Belfast accent. He had travelled quite some distance on the off-chance that I
was about. Jerry Rowan was a young TA MO in “253” when I was their PSI and I
have to say that we got on famously from day one. He had drive and a flair for
medical training, especially in the field. We had a good hour’s chat that afternoon,
assisted by the odd sip from his hip flask that contained Bushmills whiskey, naturally.
Jerry was the one who volunteered for the OP but maintained that it was compulsory
and then stayed in as a Regular at the end. I always knew that Military Medicine
was more his style, he was as bright as he was aggressive (Ulstermen eh?), and I
guess Op GRANBY was the opportunity for him to shine. A GP by training, it was
clear to me even in the early days, that his heart wasn’t in the tedious but no less
vital work that a civilian GP provides and our paths would cross all over the world
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after that, including the few times I saw him when he was Director General of the
Army Medical Services (DGAMS).
The next visitor got to see me by airborne guile. WO2 (RQMS) Bob Macleod who
was with me at 144 PFA and typically decided that escape from “33” was the only
option. “I was deployed along with the rest of 23 PFA as reinforcements for 33 Fd
Hosp,” he announced, sitting on the end of my camp bed one afternoon as he helped
himself to my biscuits. “On arrival,” he continued whilst mooching around for more
goodies that required liberating, “I discovered that we weren’t really needed, I
certainly wasn’t, as there was already two RQMS’s doing one man’s job.
So, when it was decided to deploy 23 PFAs Field Surgical Teams (FSTs) with the
Armoured Division, I attached myself as a 4 Ton Bedford driver and ran away from
“33”. I kid you not,” he went on whilst perusing Turner’s porn stash, “I never had
permission to do it. But hey, I was with the FST that deployed to 1 Armoured Division
Field Ambulance.
Even there I was kind of surplus and spent most of the war driving around the desert
to places like Hafir Al Batin and visiting mates like yourself and Jennings. It turned
out to be one of the best tour holidays that I have been on, but it did have its
moments!” Bob was in the Falklands with Mick Jennings, so Op GRANBY must
have been like Butlins to those two.

Macleod and Jennings – Op GRANBY

With 45,000 British troops in theatre it was inevitable that old mates would turn up
and ask if such and such a soldier was about the place as CMT Pte Tim Wade
recalls his part in probably the best unannounced visit of the tour, “I grew up in Hook
on the A30 near RAF Odiham and down our Cul de Sac we had a Chinook pilot, Bill
Thompson. I went to school with his son so I was always round their house playing
as a kid. Bill knew fine well I'd joined the Army and was posted to 24 Airmobile
Brigade and whenever his crew picked our unit up on exercises etc., he'd ask the
Officer in charge if I was on board. Lt ‘Poncherello’, thought nothing of it.
One day in the GAFA Bill obviously didn't have much to do and was local to us
anyway, so he thought he'd pay me a visit and landed his Chinook completely
unannounced on the HLS in our location, closed down the engines, and jumped out.
The CO and the RSM went sprinting across thinking they'd maybe got their first
casualty from some sort of RTA or other incident. They were met by Bill with a
cigarette hanging out his mouth (he smoked like a trooper) who says, ‘Yeah, I
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understand Pte Tim Wade is here. Is he about?’ Rather red faced the RSM came
across to our tent and said, ‘Wadey, your pilot friend is here.’ So I went across to the
CP and the RSM had someone make us a brew.”

Boots on the Ground - Poised
The air campaign continued to attack almost with impunity inside Iraq and those Iraqi
positions in Kuwait, in fact air superiority was declared on 27th January, just before
25% of Saddam’s Air Force, 150 aircraft in all, took off in pairs or individually to
defect to Iran. Defections, or an effort to keep assets for a later date? It was a major
talking point at the O Gp, but it was a good combat indicator in that both the coalition
and Saddam knew that a ground offensive would be launched soon, in fact the
Division had to be ready by 31st January.
Iraqis on Kuwaiti soil were still subjected to the most intense, protracted and
devastatingly accurate fire from the air and sea, which intensified from 14th to 21st
February when the coalition Artillery raids commenced, all of which we could hear
from the FFMA both in the day and through the night.
The possibility of a retaliatory chemical or bio attack gained some credence, so a
hurried vaccination programme was initiated, which would turn out to be one of the
foci in the investigation of a vague but never-the-less debilitating illness affecting
some personnel post Op.
Boosters were given to all of the unit for Whooping Cough, Cholera, Typhoid,
Tetanus A and B, plus a squirt of polio vaccine on the tongue. But there was a new
inoculation to protect us from a potential biological threat from Saddam’s arsenal,
Pneumonic Plague. The media became quite interested in the story that we were
being inoculated against the ‘Black Death’, until the physician at “33” got it broadcast
both at home and here in Theatre that the 14th century plague known as the Black
Death was Bubonic Plague proving to me that the oft quoted maxim, ‘never let the
facts get in the way of a good story’ was still valid.
Never-the-less, I could not decide whether death by a high fever accompanied with
delirium and goose egg sized purple- black ‘Buboes’ under the armpits and in the
groin and succumbing to the disease by the end of my shift, would be less painful
than the constant coughing caused by a Pneumonic bug that produced mucous
which floods the lungs with gallons of green slime and eventually drowns you.
The majority of us ended up with simple cases of sore and aching arms, post multiinoculation, but a few became febrile and required bedding down for a day or two.
However, for the Adjutant Captain Roger Cotterell, it developed into a worry as he
became quite ill.
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Unlike some Adjutants, Roger was a genial bloke whose main occupation was
keeping the CO in administrative check and playing devil’s advocate if he had any
further ideas of derring-do, which was a full time job for him. We were sad to see
him leave as he was evacuated to “33”, for this was no place particularly in the filthy
weather we were experiencing, for someone with a very high temperature, and a
severe chest infection.
The situation left the unit without an Adjt at a critical time and I had a bit of a worry
that ‘sister’ would be ejected from the comfort of “33” as a replacement, but I
reasoned that we would probably manage without him for a while at least, or a BCR
would be found in UK and sent out, but I was wrong. The new Adjt was to be me, if I
wanted the job.
With an eye for post Op life back in the UK and the probability that many of us were
due postings by the late summer, Paddy was after an Adjt that he knew and asked
me to consider taking over in the field. He would then request for me to be posted to
“24” in the summer or whenever the OP ended.
It would mean early promotion, never a bad thing for an LE Officer, but thinking long
term I thought that Catterick would not suit me or my family at all. Catterick, for me,
was only for short military visits or courses and never for a three year stint. Neverthe-less, I said that I would consider it but later declined.
I went to the O Gp that evening to find that the new (part-time) Adjt was to be Mr
misery-guts himself, the NBC officer, which meant that his presence would chill the
CP on a more frequent basis. However, I thought myself fortunate to be on nights
which would at least reduce my exposure to his morale sapping utterances.
Boots on the Ground – Going Forward
Back in the unit, preparations were being made which involved further training and
melding the attached US Army medics into the DS. The unit role in the ground
offensive was to support the Armoured Divisions which would eventually thrust
forward. Then, after all units had crossed over the start point and the break-out
point cleared, the forward assets were to return to the DS in order to get the unit
ready to fly, after all we were THE airmobile Field Ambulance. The latter
requirement, however, wasn’t required, so it was back to Heli-Bedfords.
The task would mean supplying ambulances for ground evacuation of casualties for
which they would team up the Americans medics. A control element to act as a
Forward CP would be required deploy with them and for that, Paddy gave the job to
the 2IC Major Bob Newell, with RSM Steve Woods and a select team of Drivers,
Radio Ops and Medics.
Bob Newell, a tall, fair haired lover of classical music was the kind of bloke that made
smoking look sexy and was also a bit of a hero to the lads because the unit had
acquired satellite TV system which couldn’t receive any signal because the
technicians / signallers wouldn’t come out to tune it. So, armed only with a silva
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compass and some jotted calculations, Bob acquired a strong signal from the
satellite and a grateful unit got to watch the 5 Nations rugby live in the dining tent.
His cool, unflappable style was a much needed counterpoint to the excitable,
irascible, often impulsive Paddy and thus a perfect choice to get into the forward
fray, as Steve Wood recalls, “With the 2IC and a Comms team, we deployed forward
on to one of the breach lanes crossing into Iraq to act as a forward CP and to
coordinate casevac with the emphasis on the Helicopter support.
The high winds, however, created very poor visibility which prevented RAF
Helicopters from flying, so we were stuck there for a while though we did end up
being a useful asset at that location by giving directions to the few lost or
disorientated packet commanders who managed to drift off route. It happens to the
best of us, particularly in that terrain, but they were quite relieved to see a friendly
face.”
But sections did go forward, indeed NOVEMBER and KILO were among the first
British non-special forces to enter Iraq (along with the Royal Engineers who
breeched the obstacles). The battle was so fast moving that soft-skinned elements
were out of the enemy minefield breech quickly, as CMT Cpl Chris (Cherry) Hamblin
recalls, “There were 2 sections that were the first British troops, apart from Special
Forces, to enter into Iraq to cover the breach directly behind the Americans and I
remember crossing the start line and seeing all the Recce and Artillery FOO parties
behind us, which was quite strange”.
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November Section: L – R Peter Hughes, Mick McHugh, Tim Wolsey, John Baily, Jason Calderwood, Nick
Warwick (MO), Chris Whittlee. (Maj Steve Gac was attached to this section for the breaching Op).

Strange in more ways than one. In a fast-paced one sided battle one would think
that all efforts would be focused on the job in hand, but NOVEMBER Section opened
a poker casino taking money from visitors on a regular basis, Americans, UK
Personnel even Gurkhas.
Also in support of the forward elements of the ground offensive was the unit Padre,
Geoff Sussex. It has been my experience that most soldiers, from the ardent
agnostic to the laziest Christian soldier, are always happy to have a Chaplain about
the place and Geoff was no exception. Military Parachutist and Bisley Shot, Geoff
could hold his own with the hard-men of the British Army and had, over the years,
developed a great rapport for those whom he was called to give moral support. This
he delivered in spades and his Sunday services were generally well attended.
Padres are unarmed and also protected under the Geneva Conventions, never-theless, Geoff carried the biggest knife I had ever seen attached to his webbing which,
in modern UK, would probably get him ten years in prison. It was a heavy sharp
blade that could not be mistaken as anything but offensive. Geoff also habitually
wore a panama hat, which identified him as the one and only Geoff.
Morale took a bit of a blow when he was re-assigned to one of the Infantry Battle
Groups destined to go forward. Some of the lads became quite vocal and angry
about it, but Geoff quite rightly explained that the Battle Groups were going to need
him more than us. Most of the unit turned out to see him off. He deserved ‘Snake’
and got one.
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Heroes and Villains
Modern Britain, which seems to be permanently fixated on fame tends to use the
accolade ‘hero’ in a curious way and the media, social, TV and print disciplines,
appear to adhere to a similar criteria. Successful sporting personalities, for instance,
can be described as a ‘heroes’ on the same front page as a fireman who risks his life
in an extremely dangerous situation saving lives in the process. It will not change
anytime soon, so we will just have to get used to the devalued process that
recognises talent in sport as heroic.
There are, of course, the ‘unsung heroes’ and 24 Airmobile Field Ambulance
comprising members mainly from “19” and “24” had their fair share of personnel who
made life tolerable in a place both hostile in climate and culture. I have no doubt that
morale would have suffered badly without the cheery banter of the chefs and the
good, if occasionally monotonous food placed before us every day.
This was something I remembered on Op TELIC years later when all chefs were
taken off us and ‘brigaded’ to form a central catering ‘system’ from which food was
distributed with the result that the food (contracted locally) was barely palatable.
None who deployed to Kuwait that year will forget the stewed turkey legs.
Further out in our spacious piece of desert, the posties ensured that mail was
delivered regularly, even if the weather in a wintry UK worked against them we had
few days without a mail drop. Christmas was a particularly difficult time made worse
by the RAF stating that they would reduce flights over that period and would prioritise
any air lifts to combat supplies. The Quartermaster General got a grip and told the
RAF to use contractor flights for mail to Saudi.
Valentine’s Day was the next long awaited date, however, to get flowers to loved
ones involved in those pre-internet days writing in good time to florist adverts in the
papers, or getting to the NAAFI in Al Jubail which offered a limited service, so most
of the lads were resigned to write cards.
Piggy, however, had anticipated the event and earlier that month written to 3 flower
shops, one in Colchester, one in Wimbish for the Band and the other in Catterick.
He arranged for a set of order forms from each, which could be sent up to 10th
February with cheque enclosed. It worked like a dream, but would have failed had
the posties not been able to get the mail to and from Theatre. Unsung heroes yes,
but they were a vital asset absolutely critical to morale, even though in my case it
had the opposite effect as the Inland Revenue continued to threaten me
throughout the campaign.
There were anti-heroes too. Since our arrival in theatre, the unit pay SNCO, who
went by sobriquet, Sgt Splattercash, was a former Grenadier Guardsman (whom I
personally witnessed counting with his fingers one day, pencil in mouth and a look of
avid concentration on his wizened face) had issued the unit with the Saudi Riyal
equivalent of about £25 per week as an allowance called ‘water money’. It was
useful, but in many thousands of square miles of desert where our water was on
issue, there was nothing to spend it on.
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An example of such petty administrative policies to arise occurred just as we were
gearing up for the ground offensive. Many of the lads, me included, had simply found
the Field Post Office in Al Jubail, opened a Post Office Savings Book account and
deposited the Riyals which were converted to pounds and placed in the account
which became a tidy sum for use back on return to the UK. Lads returning to Al
Jubail would take the pass books and money and deposit for their mates, Piggy was
my personal money launderer.
Enter some desk bound accountant dweeb in the MOD who issued an order that
Field Post Office should no longer offer the savings bank as a service. The reason?
The £25 was for buying water and not for saving. I cannot think of a single policy
that smacked of bean-counter attitude that caused so much anger, as the lads from
then on acquired weekly rolls and rolls of Saudi Riyals that were unlikely to be spent.
In the bean counter’s defence, however, I could see his logic. If the allowance was
not being spent on what it was intended, then the treasury could cease the
allowance, therefore, that irritating order was made to protect it, though the delivery
of the message could have been more honest. ‘Use it or lose it’ would have been
understood by all.
Even Piggy was stumped at first, but managed to get ours changed to US Dollars
later on, as many feared Saudi Riyals would not be readily changed at Banks in
Colchester or Catterick. Sadly, the bean-counting policies would grow over the
years and constrain Commanders at all levels in the day to day military business of
Command.
We did, however, have one proper hero. Piggy Driscoll. Of course he was a hero to
some as he found kit, arranged flowers, drove trucks to acquire showers and is
generally remembered as the Del-Boy of the desert. This chain smoking, cheerful,
peace time pain in the arse, I found out later, continued in his endeavours to keep
the lads comfy despite earlier in the campaign receiving one of those dreaded letters
known as a, ‘Dear John’, in which his girlfriend informed him of the end of their
relationship.
On 24February, the ground offensive commenced at 0400 local time in very nasty
weather and Piggy along with a US Army medical unit was driving in convoy towards
one of the breaches with a young female US Army medic as his crew. He gets a
mention on pages 301 to 302 of General Sir Peter de la Billiere’s book, Storm
Command:
Corporal Driscoll’s medical convoy came under enemy fire and at the
same moment began to detonate mines. An American Medical Officer
was killed by the first explosion and a young American medic severely
wounded by the second, which blew off one leg and left her with a large
abdominal wound, besides causing four other casualties. The situation
was extremely confused: Corporal Driscoll, himself wounded by
shrapnel in the thigh, was surrounded by casualties and apparently in
the middle of a minefield.
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Never the less he behaved with exemplary coolness, doing what he
could for the wounded, calling in an ambulance helicopter and directing
the evacuation. In the words of his citation, he ‘showed great presence
of mind and devotion to duty’, and it was tragic that after he had made
such a tremendous effort, the woman died of her wounds.
Back in the CP the word came through, that Piggy had been hit, however we didn’t
know how seriously, but gradually word came through about the action, and how
serious it was. We found that Piggy was in the Evacuation chain and that there were
a number of American deaths, one of which was Piggy’s US medic and in another
conversation with the US medics we heard that Piggy had declined the helicopter
evac in favour of the other more seriously wounded.
I confess to being utterly stunned and very shaken by this news and, with the rest of
the lads from both units, but especially from “19”, continued in a state of worry for
most of that day until word came through that he was safe but with a shrapnel wound
to the thigh, for which he would be eventually treated at the Queen Elizabeth Military
Hospital (QEMH) in Woolwich. Piggy was deservedly awarded the Queens Gallantry
Medal.
Back in the CP, the alarms came in frequently and for most of the time were in our
NBC suits, respirators at the ready. I had already decided to stop taking my NAPs
and BATs due to a series of very sore mouth ulcers forming, and the fact that, like
the rest of the off-shift personnel whether in day time or night time we had to be
woken up in order to take them at the correct time. This coupled with trying to sleep
in NBC kit just made us even wearier.
As the battle progressed the activity in the CP intensified as the US Army
neighbours kept calling us for assurances in the NBC state. Apparently their
reporting and cascading of information had not improved. Never-the-less, trying to
take down the messages and to construct reports became an art form and in the end
any reports I had to compile were out of date by the end of the shift.
This situation continued until defeat stared Saddam’s troops in the eyes and they
either gave up in the hundreds and thousands, or made a mass, mad dash for Iraq
along the Basra Road which Americans described a ‘turkey shoot’, as attack
aircraft delivered destruction and mayhem on that looted convoy of cars, busses,
and even fire engines.
On 27th February the first Kuwaiti Troops entered Kuwait territory signalling that for
Saddam it was over; and over in a few days with remarkably few casualties for the
coalition. There were also tragedies when, in a Blue on Blue incident, two Warrior
Tracked Infantry Vehicles from ‘C’ Coy 8Pl of the 3rd Bn Royal Fusiliers were
targeted by US Aircraft resulting in 9 deaths and 11 injuries. This sort of incident
wasn’t to be the last in future coalition ops.
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Back in our patch, medics were called to an incident in the US Log Base Alpha which
involved the collapse of an unstable stack of ply wood weighing many tons on to
some US personnel. This caused 5 deaths and 2 seriously injured. For that to
happen just one day after Iraqi forces had left Kuwait and on the day Saddam’s
government was about to accept all the UN resolutions, must have been an
agonising additional fact to the bereaved families back in the US.
The unit remained in place at the FFMA and “22” which had remained on wheels
ready to push north in order to set up in Iraq, didn’t move an inch. “32” received only
a few casualties including one DOA.
Our forward personnel returned to the FFMA and quietly got on with preparations for
our return. For some in the DS and FFMA it had all been a bit of an anti-climax. But
for others deployed forward, it turned out to be an exciting time watching Royal
Artillery Multi Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) streak over their heads bound for Iraq
and our Armour pushing forward through the formidable Iraqi defensive berms and
minefields once they were breached.
At least one soldier made his thoughts known through the age-old latrine graffiti
method of broadcasting for the comically disgruntled. Written on one of the plywood
walls was,
“Our COs name is Paddy Magee, we
think he wants an OBE
He sent us to the front
We had no armour, the short-arsed Irish ------------ “
Scandalous as it was, this piece of doggerel was accurate in one respect, Col Paddy
was awarded the OBE later that year.
So that was it, situation sorted, game over, pass the air tickets, we’re out of here.
Steve Woods remembers the final bit of our time, “We stayed in the desert and left
our mark in the sand by building a huge RAMC badge from rocks, but I’m sure the
sands of time have covered it now.”
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PHASE 6 – HOME IN TIME FOR TEA AND MEDALS
A Bluey written on 3rd March states that we had to hand in all of our spare NBC kit,
(giving us an extra 50% more space in our rucksacks, which was a boon) and that
we could now ditch the helmets too, though if we ventured out, we were to be in
possession of personal weapons and to wear our webbing. Quite what the threat to
us at that point in the war wasn’t explained, but just to be awkward I asked why
helmets were not required but webbing and gats were ? The new Adjt was probably
not the right person to ask.
By that time, the vampire shift was given a breather with other officers taking over
my job at night on a rotational basis along with other clerks and radio operators
covering Woody and Ian. The talk was constantly circulating about leave and how it
was going to be spent. It required a snake.
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It was not until 9th March and just as the weather began to rapidly improve, that we
were given 5 days NTM to Al Jubail and that the flight home would be on 19th. This
was extremely good news, but being a cynic I said that in 19 years I had never ever
boarded an RAF flight on the date that was originally forecast. Never-the-less, the
unit began to pack up and make ready for the long dreary journey back down the
infamous route Dodge.
We moved more or less on time with me driving a 4 tonner and generator trailer
which surprised the RMP NCOs manning the check-points. Officers at the wheel of
trucks huh? Whatever next? Women in the Infantry or Tanks?
Eventually we found our new location, in another patch of desert, where we were told
that the Saudis wanted us out of the country double quick, never-the-less it would
take at least 4 weeks to get us out, but joy of joys we would soon be housed in
another Saudi Army camp, so at least we could have a bit of comfort and it would be
a chance for the vampire shift to top up the desert tan.
The camp became a huge AMS reunion centre and all of the members mentioned in
this narrative got to see each other again and to swap dits.

WO1 (RSM) ‘Stew’ Sharpe – “22”

Author (L) Jennings (R) Credit: Saunders

Then the news came that it would be nearer 6 weeks to get us out which was,
undeniably, a sore subject to write home about, never-the-less on 28th March I wrote
home giving the new ETA and posted the Bluey on my way to get a really good
haircut from Nick Rushby. Seventy-two hours later, I was on a Kuwaiti Airways 747
(Officers in First Class) with the rest of the unit, homeward bound.
The troops that flew home via British Airways had a bit of a party on board according
to the newspapers, but our flight was alcohol free, which wasn’t really a hardship, we
were just glad to be heading home.
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I wondered just how I was going to manage my post Op leave in Belfast looking like
a skin-head with a nut brown tan, English accent etc.

Paul Hood: on the way home Credit: Saunders

Families welcomed us as the coach pulled into Goojerat Barracks, Colchester, on a
chilly, wet, late evening and in less than twenty minutes I was home in my quarter,
safe, with my wife and son. A pint of Guinness has never tasted better since.

PHASE 7 - AFTERMATH
Political
The period in English history between the years 1337 and 1453 is known as the 100
years’ war (despite it lasting 116 years) and was fought between the Plantagenet
rulers of England and the House of Valois. It boiled down to the right to rule France.
In our piece of desert, once all avenues to a peaceful resolution in Kuwait had been
exhausted, the allied ground offensive began on 24 February and lasted 100 hours.
It boiled down to the right to sell oil, other people’s oil in Saddam’s case.
Speed, the concentration and the weight of firepower against Saddam’s positions
was captured on video from aircraft and satellite and beamed world-wide
demonstrating the awesome firepower being directed from afar. What these TV
images didn’t do so well was demonstrate the human cost that Saddam was
responsible for, as his troops started to surrender en masse, or made a dash back
to Iraq along the now infamous Basra Road. The coalition had destroyed 3,000 of
his tanks and probably all their crews. Most of his artillery pieces were also wrecked
in the desert with only 10% of their crews surviving.
The lucky ones were the 125,000 POWs who entered the coalition chain. Saddam’s
woefully inept command, even though thoroughly degraded in capability, insisted
that the war was being won, even as the much vaunted Republican Guard Divisions
were being pounded. Such disinformation on TV screens was delivered by
Mohammed Saeed al-Sahhaf, the Iraqi Information minister who quickly earned the
nickname ‘Comical Ali’.
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POWs entering the British chain revealed the Iraqi command’s spitefulness directed
at their soldiers and for their mobilised ‘Reserves’, young and old who suffered
terribly in the onslaught from the allies first bombing missions and seaborne attacks,
the artillery raids and finally the intense firepower of the allied divisions as they
crossed the desert and breached the defensive berms and minefields. Saddam’s
spitefulness in defeat also caused an environmental catastrophe as his engineers
booby trapped or set fire to Kuwaiti oil well- heads.
We, the coalition adhered very strictly to the Geneva Convention on the
administration of POWs, though “24” saw very few of them. For a few months these
poor souls had been on the receiving end of a storm of ordnance that had been
relentless and terrifying. In addition, they had been warned of torture by the allies
and if wounded, they were told that they would be treated without any form of
anaesthesia. It was a crime for them to be there and a crime that was properly
levelled Saddam, his two sons and the Iraqi Command structure. In the event, the
POWs were well cared for, taken to safety, given NBC Respirators and clothing, fed,
watered and medically treated if required.
Wisely, the coalition pulled out of Iraqi territory in order to adhere to the primary
objective of ousting Saddam from Kuwait. To continue further into Iraq risked
splitting the coalition as we (the West) would then be seen as invaders too. However,
two days after the liberation of Kuwait, the US President said, "In my own view… the
Iraqi people should put Saddam aside, and that would facilitate the resolution of all
these problems that exist and certainly would facilitate the acceptance of Iraq back
into the family of peace-loving nations."
It was a call which emboldened the Shia Arabs to the south and the Kurds
to the north as rebellion broke out. In all, some 14 out of Saddam’s 18
provinces were wrestled from Saddam’s Ba’ath Party control, but in the more serious
escalation Saddam then turned his anger on the Kurds utilising the available
Republican Guards to repress the uprising.
Unwisely, the coalition had allowed the Iraqis to utilise their Helicopter fleet (but not fixed wing)
in order to assist in redistribution of troops as bridges and roads had been cut in the bombing.
Saddam used these helicopters and heavy artillery to suppress the Kurds in Northern Iraq for
which Op HAVEN was launched, deploying 3 Commando Brigade to deliver aid and to protect
the Kurds from Saddam’s forces.
It was an Op which lasted 58 days in such terrible freezing conditions affecting the
thousands of displaced Kurds and televised frequently to show how Saddam treated
dissent. NATO established a no-fly zone which continued for a dozen years.
During the brief, roughly one-month period of unrest, tens of thousands of
people died and nearly two million people were displaced as the Iraqi
Government also intensified a prior systematic relocation of the
Marsh Arabs by draining the Mesopotamian marshes in the Tigris – Euphrates river system.
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President George Bush did exactly the right thing in halting any further advance
into Iraq, yet perhaps his statement two days later was ill conceived. However,
to this day, I believe that his son, George W., the future President of the USA and
one Antony Charles Lynton Blair PC MP with the aid of his ‘Spin Doctor” Alistair
Campbell, became engaged in a policy of Iraqi regime change, based on a ‘sexed
up’ dossier about Saddam’s available Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), which
were supposedly capable of launching in 45 minutes. Why? In my view, it was
hubris, plain and simple.
One man refuted the claims. Dr David Kelly, a Government weapons analyst who
told a reporter in confidence of his doubts. The confidence was broken and the
papers published the story for which Dr Kelly was castigated for his views. He was
later found dead in woods near his home just two days after he was aggressively
interviewed by the UK Government foreign affairs select committee. The verdict of
the inquest was suicide, but neither I nor the Paramedics attending the scene had
ever heard of a cut to the wrist on the ulna side to be fatal.

Getting Back to Peacetime Soldiering
At home, worrying signs of a mystery illness afflicting some officers and soldiers
began to manifest. This array of seemingly unlinked symptoms eventually acquired
an official name, Gulf War Syndrome (GWS). The symptoms ranged from anxiety
and sleeplessness to extreme fatigue and the causation was thought possibly to be
from the use of organophosphates as insect repellent and this, combined with a
‘cocktail’ of vaccinations, inoculations, NAPs and BATs may have created the illness.
The media of course milked it unashamedly, which only increased the worry for
those who were not feeling particularly well, but were otherwise glad to back from the
desert and were trying to settle down, particularly those from the TA or called-up
Reservists.
I and many of my close colleagues were fit, well and not particularly worried about
any future illness and got on with our military profession. I was posted back to
Belfast and soon found that I was going to be a father again, but a slight nagging
worry hatched itself in my consciousness when I heard that one of our Medical
Officers in “24” DS later gave birth to a child with detached retinas. There were also
other reports of birth defects.
Once again the spectre of GWS created a new worry. But it was simply, for me and
hundreds of others, just that, a nagging doubt. In the event, my son and the son of
my life-long friend, Dental Officer Paul Hood, were both born at about the same time
and fine young lads they turned out to be.
Back in the unit after leave, it took some time to get the unit back to its cohesive
self. The CO, also back from a Staff Appointment in the Gulf HQ began to reassert
his authority. I wasn’t pleased with my Annual Confidential Report which was
completed by him in concert with my Operational report from Paddy, which was top
notch.
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My COs report concurred, but as if to spike Paddy’s opinion or to just to remind me
that he was once again my boss, he added one minor criticism which had no bearing
whatsoever on my military capability. “Lieutenant Saunders”, he noted in one
paragraph, “is not a sportsman of note”. This was quite correct, for I had been
famous for skiving off organised sports of all kinds for 20 years. I requested the
sentence to be taken out because I had never ever been a sportsman, but could
never-the-less pass all of my military fitness tests. He refused and the grading
stood. I was glad that my Posting Order was in-bound. .
On leave before proceeding with my family back to “253” in Belfast, one of the Staff
Officers in HQ 19 Brigade gave me a call at home and informed me that ‘Farrar-thePara’ had disagreed with the write-up and upgraded it to the highest available at the
time.
Back in “24”, a similar phase of reconstitution was ongoing. Nick Rowlands has
allowed me to precis his Annual CR written after our return. Unlike my report, his
was not challenged by Commander HQ 24 (Airmobile Brigade). It was a D-4 (Not to
be promoted) and contained six or seven lines of the usual military clichés which all
of us have been guilty of resorting to, usually because there is a lot of space to fill
up, particularly if it is to be a ‘bad one’.
Rowlands, apparently, set low standards and failed to achieve them, could not work
without supervision and his personal admin was at a continuous low level. However,
he was described as not lacking in intelligence and had passed the B2 Radio Ops
course that year. Colonel Paddy’s bit was a terse: ‘His future is suspect.” Neverthe-less, this admin clusterf*ck belonged to an Army that does identify latent talent, is
generally forgiving of those that ‘get the message’ and, with the guidance from the
Junior Officer who wrote that report, he got back on track and eventually retired as a
WO2.
The Officer? Stuart Campbell was one of our better Subbies, the one who went on
to be a helicopter pilot and after a few years in the air, returned to the RAMC. The
Army Air Corps loss was the medic’s gain as he became a truly well respected
Commanding Officer and Staff Officer thereafter. I have never heard a bad word
uttered about him.
Inevitably, personnel from both “19” and “24” in the months after their return to UK
were posted. Paul Hood eventually left the Army to set up his own dental practice,
Steve Woods left the Army upon the end of his 22 years. So the old “19” and “24”
gradually changed shape which is inevitable for units that are ‘trickle posted’, that is
having their personnel posted in and out individually rather than the whole unit
moving.
It must have been somewhat daunting for a young soldier to be posted straight from
Basic Training to a unit that had only recently returned from an Op. Not only would
life be very different from the rigid template of recruit training, perhaps the new
arrival could easily feel somewhat ‘distant’ from their peers. But that atmosphere in
“19”, however, was not to manifest as QARANC Military Medical Clerk Pte Phyllis
Feldwicke found when she was posted into the unit in the spring of 1991,
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“I joined the unit when most of the lads were on post-tour leave, she recalls, “So,
when they all came back, it was straight into to fitness training. I was fairly new to
the Army, and, being a QA I’m afraid it was the first time I had ever had to run in
boots, less so in running great distances and my first outing was less than
successful.
We were in Friday woods just outside the Garrison and sadly I ended up in the “jack
wagon.” The Driver was Martin Bordley who had been posted in shortly before the
Op GRANBY and of course deployed with the unit. Not many weeks later, the unit
went on Exercise LION SUN in Cyprus as reward for taking part in Op GRANBY.
That was where we started to be a couple.”
The unit, far from creating an ‘us and them’ atmosphere continued in their tradition of
being a successful and contented Field Ambulance and morale continued to be high
within ”19”, as Phylis explains,
“In the December of 1991 Dvr Bordley proposed and even though we had only been
together for a few months, we decided to get engaged on New Year’s Eve. The unit
found out that February whilst on Exercise. One day, thinking we were in trouble for
something, we were both told to report to the RSM. (Stephen Woods). Not knowing
what was wrong, we went to find him at the CP. On arrival we were then led to a
table set for two with compo ration tins and candles. We were then waited on by
another member of the unit. It was a total surprise and, I admit, a bit embarrassing.
However, that was what the unit was like, a great unit to be part of.
We even got a mention in the local newspaper, The Colchester Gazette along with a photo.

Dvr Martin Bordley and QPte Phyllis Fenwicke
Enjoying a romantic engagement dinner for two. Menu ‘D’. Credit: Bordley
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We Married on the 18th July 1992 and are still married. If it wasn’t for
that unit and the people, we would have never met.”
I was to meet up with many of the “19” lads over the years and was
gratified to find all of them to be SNCOs and Warrant Officers by the time
I took over the Armoured Forward Squadron at 16 Armoured Field
Ambulance in Tidworth. Characters like Martin Pipe, Wol Wallington, and
Jason Dowle from “19” still raise their heads above the parapet on
Facebook, along with Gaz King, Phil Rowlands and Tim Wade from “24”.
And Piggy? The last I heard - and it was some time ago, was that he was
blighting the Cambridgeshire landscape with his own scrap-yard, which
came as no surprise, though I am unsure if he ever did drive a Rolls Royce
(well not one that he owned), and I was truly saddened to find whilst
researching this that he passed away a year or two ago.
An Op GRANBY Medal was duly minted, so my assurances to those that
asked about the possibility way back during in the comedy show that
was Saighton Camp was fulfilled, though of course I had nothing to do
with the decision. The medal, I found, was prone to tarnish earlier than
my GSM and LS&GC.
Two other medals were issued quite soon after our return from Post Op
leave, but because Her Majesty didn’t issue them we were prevented
from wearing them or having the ribbons placed on our tunics. (This
didn’t stop a few SNCOs purchasing the miniatures and affixing them
under the left lapel of their Mess Jackets).
The Saudi medal, which came in a green presentation box was an ornate
piece of bling and well made too. But the Kuwaiti medal was a dull grey
with a misaligned brooch for the ribbon which was in the Kuwaiti flag
colours. Nor was there a pin, just two thin spikes to affix them to the chest
of the tunic. It was, therefore, a wise directive that prevented it being worn.
Still, it’s the thought that counts and the fact that Kuwait had been
thoroughly ransacked by the Iraqis, they could be forgiven for the rush to
get them issued, even though they were not destined to be worn by UK or
Commonwealth Forces.

Future of the Army Medical Services
But was our soiree into the desert in 1990 worth it? After all, no medical
unit had a massive casualty throughput. However, the Army, indeed
Defence Medical Services had to do some serious thinking about the
levels of medical support, particularly at Field Hospital level.
22 Field Hospital was always the only Hospital at high readiness to move
world-wide, but the world was becoming unstable, so a massive re-org
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was executed which created two more 200 bed Regular Field Hospitals in
UK with one rotationally kept at high readiness.
Consequently, 32 and 33 Field Hospitals became permanent units rather
than simply laying dormant ‘on paper’ to be reconstituted when required. A
third unit was also created, 34 Field Hospital which was to be based in
York. In addition, each of the 8 TA Field Hospital was reorganised on
similar lines.

EPILOGUE
In 2001 I was appointed 2IC of 33 Field Hospital which was at that time
based in Gosport and the CO was my old friend Kevin Griffin. We had a
superb RSM Shaun Major. Consequently, and as a result of the
machinations of a parcel of rogues known as the UK Government with
Tony Blair as the Prime Minister and a similarly exposed truth-bending
U.S. cohort headed up by George W. Bush Jr, Op TELIC / Op ENDURING
FREEDOM was given the green light and once again I found myself with
“33” in a similar patch of desert gearing up for another punch-up with an
arab state. This time, however, “33” did an absolutely cracking job.
The operational stats for building a Field Hospital at 200 beds is 30 days
for Full Operating Capacity (FOC). The Advance Party had A&E up and
running in 24 hours, ten high dependency beds in 72 and Initial Operating
Capability (IOC) a week later. Within 2 weeks FOC had been declared
with few tempers being lost due to the wise policy of keeping as many
clinicians in UK as possible until they were required.
We had a 100 strong regular cadre of lads and lasses that that knew their
stuff, a full Highlanders Band and a troop of Queens Gurkha Engineers
who worked like heat seeking ferrets to get the electrics and plumbing
quickly established. Never had I been more proud of a unit.

33 Field Hospital – Op TELIC 1 Credit: Saunders
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That cannot be said for 102 Logistic Brigade HQ. Their tasks were
conducted with no such verve and the British Army once again had to go
cap-in-hand to our American allies scrounging bits of kit, for which we
became embarrassingly known as, ‘the Borrowers’.

Martin White was promoted to Major General but had retired a few years
after Op GRANBY. His flair for logistics was nowhere to be seen, his
legacy lay in tatters on the same desert floor.
The logistic picture ranged from incompetence to woeful. We declared
Full Operating Capability (FOC) knowing that we could cope, just, but in
truth there was so much kit ‘on order’ or had been misdirected or was
contractually moribund which proved that ‘just in time’ logistics was fine
for Tesco or Asda, but simply unsustainable in expeditionary warfare.
Suffice it to say, as an organisation, the Army had learned nothing
logistically, and the lads and lasses needed Piggy more than ever. But all
this is possibly for another story, because my Blueys, written from Op
TELIC are now also down from the roof space and await my attention. For
on the initial receipt of the Op TELIC 1 Op Order, I just knew that yet
another trip to the desert would be a master-class of political interference
and military excuses, but I was wrong, it was worse than that, so the
Blueys were this time fortified with diaries that I kept from pre-deployment
to the last day on the Op.
Many Veterans are still suffering from their combat experiences in Iraq
where, for example, they had to ‘make do’ with operating in unsuitable
‘Snatch’ Land Rovers quickly shipped from Northern Ireland and which
proved to be useless in that high explosive environment which laid bare
the shocking ill preparedness, politically and militarily by that
Government.
The allies won the short war, but failed to anticipate or plan for the violent
fluidity of the peace. It was compounded by getting into Afghanistan on Op
HERRICK, “Without,” assured the Secretary of State for Defence at the
time, one John Reid MP, “British forces firing a single shot.”
Even more disgraceful, some veterans of both Operations have been
pursued by money grubbing lawyers fresh from genuflecting at the goldladen altar of Human Rights law. That situation was uncontested, indeed
abetted, by a supine Ministry of Defence which created the Iraq
Historical Allegations Team (IHAT) tasked to investigate service
personnel on the orders of a shady, partisan, disorganised and
thoroughly devalued Parliament. Shame on them all.
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